MEMO
Date:

May 31, 2018

To:

Whatcom County Public Works and Lummi Island Ferry Advisory Committee (LIFAC)

From:

KPFF Marine Transit Group

Subject:

Public Input on Lummi Island Ferry LOS Analysis

As part of the Level of Services (LOS) initiative, LIFAC and the KPFF team conducted public
outreach and community engagement activities related to the Lummi Island Ferry System
Replacement project. These activities included LIFAC monthly meetings, public meetings,
community surveys and public input received on the technical memos. The goals of the public
outreach activities were to discuss findings and outcomes of the LOS Analysis with the community
and to seek public input on the project and on LIFAC’s recommendations to Whatcom County
Council. This memo outlines the activities conducted throughout the LOS analysis by LIFAC and
the KPFF team.
LIFAC MONTHLY MEETI NGS
LIFAC is a volunteer committee comprised of both Lummi Island residents as well as
representatives that do not reside on Lummi Island. Each month LIFAC holds committee meetings
that include an open comment session. Throughout the LOS analysis, LIFAC has heard and
discussed public input on the LOS analysis.
PUBLIC MEETINGS
There were three public meetings held during the LOS analysis. Each meeting is summarized
below and identified by the date of the meeting.
November 16, 2017
Protect Lummi Island Ferry (PLIC) and LIFAC hosted the first public meeting held on November 16,
2017, with the KPFF team in attendance. The goal of this meeting was to provide an overview of
the LOS Analysis and Ferry System Improvement Project and receive feedback on the
community’s top priorities for improvement. The project fact sheet was distributed to attendees
(see Attachment A). The format of the meeting was a roundtable discussion where people
discussed ideas and provided feedback on three questions:
1. What are things you enjoy or see as strengths of the current ferry system? Are there things
you’d like to see stay the same?
2. What king of changes do you think might improve the current ferry system?
3. Overall, what are the main issues (approximately 5-7) you hope will be addressed by the
ferry system improvements? (Please rank with the highest priority first.)
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Group and individual responses are included in Attachment B. Based on the feedback received
from respondents, the following top six issues were the most frequently mentioned:
•

Lack of ADA accessibility.

•

The lack of parking at Gooseberry Point during dry dock and lack of a vehicle ferry as a
back-up.

•

Keeping fares low and maintaining the service frequency.

•

Having reliable assets including a reliable ferry and terminal infrastructure.

•

Improving fare collection.

•

Improving Gooseberry Point ferry terminal amenities.

March 14, 2018
The KPFF team hosted another public meeting on March 14, 2018, to discuss LOS and comparing
LOS experienced today with projected ridership into the future and different vessel capacities. The
presentation posters are included in Attachment C. The meeting included a question and answer
session after the presentation.
May 22, 2018
The KPFF team hosted the another public meeting on May 22, 2018, to review the LOS analysis,
discuss vessel and terminal options as well as rough order of magnitude costs and funding
mechanisms. The presentation is included in Attachment D. The meeting included a question and
answer session after the presentation.
LIFAC SURVEYS
There were two surveys conducted throughout the LOS analysis by LIFAC. The first survey was
conducted in February 2018 that asked respondents about their ferry usage and their current
experience. The summary of responses can be found in Attachment E. Key highlights from the
survey include:
•

Over half the respondents mentioned they have a lot of discretion for when they travel and
many respondents stated their travel time is fixed.

•

When asked about the maximum time you are willing to wait, over half of the respondents
(57%) were willing to wait up to 30 minutes and about 30% of respondents mentioned 40
minutes.

•

The majority of respondents also indicated that they would be willing to waiting longer during
peak periods in the year like summer and on the occasion that special event are held.

•

Nearly half the respondents indicated they experienced wait times of at least 40 minutes in the
summer months and in the winter, over 26% of respondents said they did not experience wait
times over 40 minutes.
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•

Over 64% of respondents said they would use a live camera feed to monitor the ferry queue to
avoid busy periods.

The second survey followed the May 22, 2018, public meeting that included questions aimed to
gauge community interest on the various alternatives for vessel capacity, terminal improvements
and funding options. The questionnaire and survey responses are included in Attachment F. Key
findings from the survey include:
•

TBD

TECHNI C AL MEMO INPUT
The draft technical memos associated with the LOS analysis were delivered to LIFAC and
published online for comment. The comments and questions on the draft memos were included in
a comment log and addressed by the consultant team. This comment log with consultant team
responses can be found in Attachment G.
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Attachment A
November 16, 2017 – Project Fact Sheet
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Attachment A

Whatcom County Ferry System Improvement Project Fact Sheet
Lummi Island Ferry Advisory Committee
11-08-2017
Project Overview
The Whatcom County Ferry System provides an essential transportation connection
between Lummi Island and Gooseberry Point for Lummi Island and Whatcom County
residents as well as transporting goods, services, and visitors to and from the Island. With
both the M/V Whatcom Chief and terminal facilities needing repair or replacement, the
Whatcom County Ferry System has a rare opportunity for long-range capital improvement
planning for the system.
The Whatcom County Council began the process by including the Whatcom County Ferry
System in the 2016 Comprehensive Plan1. They called for defining a measurable level of
service for the ferry system and for conducting a feasibility study. The County has retained
the services of KPFF, a marine consultant, to conduct the study. The goal of the study is to
identify capital and operational improvements that build upon the existing level of service,
evaluate alternatives needed to support the desired level of service, determine what the
alternatives would cost, and develop an implementation and funding plan. Additionally,
climate change measures and second vessel availability and costs will be evaluated.
This Ferry System Improvement Project study is the first step toward enhancing the
current ferry system and will identify alternatives and recommendations to inform long
term planning decisions and capital improvements. The goal is to have an upgraded ferry
system in place by December 2026.
Desired Level of Service (LOS)
The first step in planning for the Whatcom County Ferry System is identifying the existing
conditions of the system, conducting a ridership forecast to understand the capacity needs,
and gathering feedback from the community on what works well and what could be
modified to improve the current system. This information will help define the desired level
of service and ferry system improvements that support that service.
Ferry System Improvement Alternatives
Each ferry system is unique and has different priorities for maintaining desired levels of
service. Once the desired service level is identified, the Ferry System Improvement
alternatives will be developed based on combinations of different components such as type
of vessel, terminal facilities, queuing capacity and rider amenities (e.g., parking, restrooms,
1

Policy 6C-9, 2016 Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan (adopted August 9 2016): Conduct a ferry
feasibility study to inform the next Comprehensive Plan update so that sufficient planning, engineering,
design and cost detail is available to use in competing for grants and other sources of funding for a
replacement ferry. LIFAC should provide input on the scope of work and any consultants or venders retained,
as well as reviewing and providing input on key milestones. https://wawhatcomcounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/21087 and Resolution 2017-081 (adopted February
21, 2017): Establishing the current level of service for the Lummi Island Ferry System. http://wawhatcomcounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/25677.
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security, fare structure and collection options, multi-modal connections) required to reach
the desired level of service. Performance measures will be established so the alternatives
can be compared. Performance measures can include number of sailings per hour and day
of week, span of service by day of week and holiday, wait times during peak and non-peak
times, on-time performance, reliability, ridership growth, availability of transportation
demand management options, customer experience, and farebox recovery. Planning-level
costs will be developed to compare and prioritize elements of each alternative.
Recommendation and Funding Sources and Next Steps
Based on the alternatives analysis, projected costs, and identification of potential funding
options (e.g., federal grant opportunities, state and local funding opportunities), a
recommendation will be developed along with an implementation plan including funding
options and a timeline. The recommendation will include an evaluation matrix of
operational requirements, cost and stakeholder feedback.
Study Timeline
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How To Get Involved
Community input is critical to the success of this study. There are many ways you can
provide input, including in person, in writing or at a public meeting. Please see below to
select the one that bests suits you:
•

•
•
•
•

Monthly LIFAC meetings: 1st Tuesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. at Lummi Island
Fire Hall on 3809 Legoe Bay Road (please note that once a quarter meetings are
held in Bellingham at 322 N. Commercial Street). Agendas are posted approximately
72 hours before the meeting and can be found online at:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/AgendaCenter/Lummi-Island-Ferry-AdvisoryCommittee-8
Contact all LIFAC members via an email to: lummiferry@googlegroups.com.
Contact a LIFAC member directly: http://www.whatcomcounty.us/521/LummiIsland-Ferry-Advisory-Committee.
Contact County Staff: Roland Middleton, Specials Program Manager, Whatcom
County Public Works, rmiddlet@co.whatcom.wa.us, 360/778-6212.
Attend a Community Outreach Meeting:
o November 16, 2017, 6:30 -8:30 p.m.: Study Kickoff. Comments sought on
overall goals and objectives, desired service level, challenges with current
system. This input will inform the development of the ferry operations
alternatives. Note: This is a LIFAC presentation at a General Meeting hosted
by PLIC (www.plicferry.org) at the Beach Elementary School
o Winter 2018 (Date and Time TBD): Ferry Operations Alternatives
Refinement
o Spring 2018 (Date and Time TBD): Draft Recommendation
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Attachment B
November 16, 2017 – Group and Individual Responses to Questions
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Q1 Strengths of Current
1. What are things you enjoy or see as strengths of the current ferry system? Are there things you’d like to
see stay the same?
Strengths - like the size of the current ferry
Schedule is ok
----Commitment of County to maintain the ferry and docks
Dedicated ferry crew who live on island
Hours of service spread over day and eve
Reduced price and ferry pass options
Operating in all kinds of weather
----Flexible schedule based on real time demand
Maintain current scheduled sailings 5:40 am - Midnight
Great crew “culture” good attitude and service
Keep crew size small as possible
About same size and stability of Chief
Quick turn around times
Short ferry run only 6 min. = ability to respond to emergency situations
----Frequency and duration of schedule is great, keep close to similar
Costs as reasonable as possible
Crew and operations
Accept credit cards
----Good crew -> ^ (leads to improved) economics because of jobs for islanders
Well maintained
Good scheduling
Love drydock
Twitter post for ferry outages
Short ferry runs
----Frequency of service and duration, late night service
Design of boat in view of conditions
Skill of the crew
----Keep mainland dock at Gooseberry Pt.
Keep approx. same size crew
Keep size approx. same as existing ferry
----Scheduling flexibility based on queue backups
Local residents working the ferry
----Quality of ferry staff -- competent, attentive
Generally the frequency of runs is sufficient especially with captain discretion for added runs
----Keeping a smaller ferry
----Keep the Chief or a similar small ferry with character (no ugly barge)
Keep frequent small loads (not a bigger ferry with infrequent trips)
Better spacing between cars
----The current system fully satisfies my needs.
-----

Q1 Strengths of Current
The current schedule works for me
Crew is polite and congenial
----Very high ratings to the wonderful 55 years I have ridden Whatcom Chief. The crew of today is as good as any
crew I ever rode with. I would kind of like to be more on board with the Lummi Business Team.
----Every 20 minutes / schedule is great
Ferry pass -- commuter
Able to handle seasonal weather challenges
Crew lives on island / in the community
----Dedicated ferry crew -- who live on island
Hours of service spread over day and evening
Reduced price ferry pass options
Operating in all kinds of weather
Commitment of County to maintain the ferry and docks
----No Comment
----The schedule of increased number of ferry crossings during peak hours--and really, throughout the day.
Safety -- I feel the ferry vessel is suited for the conditions here
The crew, and that they are community members with connections to the people here
Option for cars or walk on passage
----Locations
----Dedicated schedule (runs) to accommodate cars (people) requiring transport
Dedicated crew -- island residents working for and with the community. Well trained and represent the community
well! Request that County continue to consult with crew in decision making re: boat design, ferry operations in
general and schedule.
----Small number of crew on ferry -- keeps costs low
Quick turn-around for trips
Fast response to emergency requirements, 24 hrs./day, all call response
Short trips (Gooseberry Point to present Lummi Island dock) as opposed to Lummi Island to Bellingham route
----The schedule of trips (same number) -- sailings 5:40 - 12:00
The ferry crew attitude
If left on dock they work hard to come back over and schedule next run
----Scheduling -- frequent runs -- long operating hours -- makes it possible to commute and work shifts off island.
Great crew -- they work hard to keep on schedule, and maintain an old boat.
Flexibility of scheduling extra runs when needed.
----The frequency of the ferry schedule.
The size and stability of the Chief
The flexibility given the crew to run as needed for weather and overload needs.
----Flexible schedule based on real time demand
----Reliability, given age
Duration of service
Crew, all aspects
Current Public Works -- island -- LIFAC relationship

Q1 Strengths of Current
Lots of runs
Good maintenance work
Limited loads, reasonable to match Lummi Island roads
Operational cost split County / island
Fiscally sound, expenses matching income, need to continue
Feel no need for 2nd vessel
Stable vessel even in winds
----The service
The view
Its existence
----(no items listed)
----Access to island
Schedule
Boat stability in rough weather
Crew
----Frequency of schedule and duration of hours (5:40 am - 12:10 am)
I would like these 2 aspects to continue with a replacement ferry but can accept slightly lesser frequency or lesser
hours if significantly more cost feasible.
----Convenience -- schedule, flexibility of non-scheduled additional sailings
Economy -- fares are managable
Sized to need (95% of the time)
Crew staffing -- competence
Location of Gooseberry dock / sailing time
“The Chief” is part of the island community (happily)
----The ferry is well maintained and the crew is professional and efficient.
Drydock is a special time that many islanders enjoy and look forward to each year.
----Good crew
Ferry is well maintained
Good schedule
Keep up the good work!
I love drydock and having the island quiet down. I also really like the foot ferry.
----1. Quick trip, due to size and limited number of cars
2. The requirement that crew lives on the island (they are our friends and neighbors)
3. Punch cards
4. Twitter posts when ferry goes out of service.
----The frequency of the runs on weekdays
The ability to add extra runs on weekends
Great crew
I like the flamingoes and Wllson (note: this refers to dock decorations)
Ability to purchase punch cars on the ferry
----Staffing -- jobs for islanders
Scheduling -- on time
Decorations at the dock
Well maintained -- reliable

Q1 Strengths of Current
Drydock -- good time to reconnect with the island and neighbors
----(no comment)
----Almost nothing. Current ferry is costing 3-4 times to repair as it is worth. Is too small, operating in an unsafe
condition as to safety of car loading, not tourist friendly, noisy, uncomfortable, can’t get to safety equipment, won’t
carry all road-legal traffic, hard to load cars.
Positives -- you can go outside and see things which almost any boat will do. Compared to the visiting Trek, the
Whatcom Chief is very lacking.
Most people have never truly experienced other ferries and ferry systems.
Like, frequency of runs.
----Reliability
Skill of the crew
Low income fares
----Because it is such a short trip, the frequency of trips
Drydock as a culture
That the ferry runs from 5:40 to midnight -- we are not so trapped
That it loads easily and quickly, unlike a huge vessel that could take as long to load as the trip
The style / design works well in these waters. It floats, and lays on the water instead of chugging.
----Crew and captain from the island
Option to get out and walk around during crossing
Chief adds extra runs when needed and when possible
“Jaunty look” of the Chief underway!
Frequent crossings
Reliable adherence to schedule
--------1. Location of docks on both sides
2. Ferry’s crew’s experience and expertise
3. Schedule
4. Length of the trip
-----

Q2 Changes to Improve
2. What kind of changes do you think might improve the current ferry system?
Passenger ferry throughout the year
Parking to accommodate the above
Better coordination of bus schedule
Make sure everyone uses the hand brake
Web cam on island and Gooseberry
Restroom at Gooseberry
Lower prices -- commuter rate
Commuters should have priority when loading
Supply a green light to alert first car it’s time to get on. People often have difficulty seeing crew members motion
when it’s time to board.
----Queuing system fraught with issues
Safe and reliable parking for person and car on Gooseberry Point
Restrooms, bigger passenger spaces
Safe parking -- people would pay for opportunity
Energy efficiency
Back-up vessel
----Reservation system for folks needing to get to a medical appointment, charge a premium only 10-20% of space
available 24 hours advance
Ferry lane queue length monitor
Reliability of system components, docks, old boat
Wider lanes for vehicle egress
Straight lanes eliminate curves and curbs on deck
Restroom / waiting area on Gooseberry side / perhaps with Lummi Nation store
Improve fare collection system
Drydock vehicle ferry shared use with other counties
Paid lot on Gooseberry side -- lot fees pay security
Consider earlier start time on Saturdays and Sundays, 6 am
----Connections with WTA
Big increase in non-County resident fare
Electronic fare card, digital
Move off Rez, still on Gooseberry
Real Gooseberry terminal with bathrooms, protection from weather, protected security camera, get tickets
Wider lanes, ADA accessibility and loading
Better, safer parking options, esp. during drydock, on mainland
----Earlier weekend run -- 6 or 7 am
Bathroom -- Gooseberry
Cameras for crew to check lines
Better signage
Signal lights to signal loading and full
Reader board about next ferry
Safe and secure mainland parking
----Explore use of alternative fuel
More Gooseberry parking, especially during drydock
Bathrooms on Gooseberry side
More cars per hour to meet demand
Wider lanes on ferry
----Better queuing on Gooseberry Point

Q2 Changes to Improve
Better parking on Gooseberry Point
Outside passenger area
Eliminate foot ferry during drydock
Faster ferry
----Parking
Safe waiting facility
Parking
Ferry reliability, to the point of reducing or eliminating drydock time
Parking
----A system that does not have a 3 week drydock -- thus an alternative or backup ferry when extended servicing of
the main ferry is needed
----1. The new ferry should be sized to allow a maximum number of vehicles while maintaining a reasonable load, off
load, and sailing time between Gooseberry Point and Lummi Island. If the boat is too large, there may be fewer
runs and wait times may increase on both sides.
2. Given that a new ferry’s lifespan will exceed the length of the 25 year lease with the Lummi Nation, consideration
should be given to building a ferry that can make the run across Bellingham Bay and dock in Fairhaven. At this
time, no one knows what the terms of a new lease might be. The size may not have to be increased but the ferry
should be able to comfortably cross Bellingham Bay in heavy weather.
3. Since about 2011 when the Willows Inn became nationally and internationally known, it has generated much
additional vehicle traffic while it is open for business, which is six days a week during July and August, 5 days a
week for several months and 4 days a week during fall and early spring. The Inn is closed from mid December
through mid March. Many vacation rental units have opened since the Willows has become a famous destination
restaurant
Modeling ferry traffic might best be done understanding that a restaurant does not stay in business forever. If the
award winning chef, Mr. Blaine Wetzel, decides to move on, the Inn could very well cease to draw the same crowds
to the island and vehicle volume would decrease, perhaps greatly. Of course, the Inn could also close, which would
also decrease vehicle volume
----More parking at Gooseberry
Add a passenger ferry at peak times to carry commuters
Ferry cam -- both sides
Communter discount rate
Green light / red light for loading
----Restroom on Gooseberry side
Better system of notifications of any problems, perhaps auto texting to persons who want it or setting up notification
at Island Store
----Restroom facilities at Gooseberry
Web cam so we can check lines -- perhaps set up at the Islander or library.
Larger ferry to accommodate more cars and allow more space per vehicle.
Lower the cost
----Clear signals for pedestrians, cars, and bikes to know what the crew is doing (note: drew a small picture of a
lighted sign saying “pedestrians now”, indicated should be 6 ft. wide)
I think most changes should be tweaks. Major overhauls take time. Certainly continued improvements could one
day make the ferry dock accessible to auxiliary MV/s on short notice. I sometimes have to walk down riprock siding
to the north side
----Drydock -- enterprise billing, fiscal tracking accountability and responsibility transparency
Some kind of est. wait time via Public Works feed / website / social media especially during peak tourist season
Back up vessel
Improve the inconvenience to Gooseberry neighbors with high traffic volumes -- not(e?) reservations had 30 cars
but not more
-----

Q2 Changes to Improve
Queuing system is fraught with issues
Never knowing for sure what ferry you’ll be on
Limit on buying ferry passes -- to travel one way -- could do purchase by mail or have a kiosk at landing?
Restrooms
Bigger passenger spaces
----Ferry redundancy for drydock (life, health, safety)
Enhanced vehicle capacity (quantity and size)
Expanded hours of operation
----A method for students and commuters to have some priority at peak times
A slightly larger ferry
And a safe, nearby, reliable place to park on mainland side. This shold be well lit and safe for vehicles and humans
coming and going in the dark. (I would be willing to pay a bit extra for usage.)
An energy efficient vessel
Emergency capabilities
----Larger vessel, more weather friendly vessel
More room between lanes, safely exit of all vehicles
More fire fighting equipment and easy accessibility
ADA
More $ accountability
AED
Consistent timings of trips
----Crew well trained, however, some crew do not yet understand how to load boat leaving cars behind.
----Straight lanes on the ferry (pilot house to the side) to allow easier loading of large vehicles.
More spray protection for vehicles on high winds trips
A bit higher vehicle capacity (perhaps 24-28 cars) but not so large that quick turn-around is impacted.
If possible, change schedule to be easier to remember (start runs from Lummi Island always on the hour, hour + 20
min., or hour + 40 min.)
More secure ramp lifting structure at Gooseberry so people aren’t tempted to climb structure and jump off
----The size of ferry’s width
Better docks
----New boat that would allow straight through loading -- no curves and curbs on boat.
Wider lanes on boat to allow easy egress from vehicles.
Restroom facilities on Gooseberry side, perhaps arrangement with Lummi Nation to operate / maintain public
restrooms with Store.
Drydock is a pain in the pocketbook -- recommend alternate vehicle ferry, shared use.
More parking (secure) on Gooseberry side. Perhaps paid lot -- does not need to be free. If people choose to walk
on they should pay costs of lot and security.
----Fee collection? -- Guemes has you pay before you get on their ferry.
No bathrooms on Gooseberry side
Better space / out of the weather -- for waiting pedestrians
Safety when waiting late at night on mainland side.
----Reliability of the system, ferry and docks
A priority system to accommodate different requirements of usage, e.g. -- need to be moved up in the waiting
queue because of prior commitments. Maybe a reservation system for a certain rum

Q2 Changes to Improve
----Move the mainland dock off the Rez!
Better loading process
Restroom facilities, esp. Mainland
Less maintenance time
Wider lanes
Vessel ability to go to mainland when flooding happens
Maybe different ticketing option
ADA
Pedestrian loading options
Good wait area for pedestrians
Reservations for tourists
Security camera, better lighting
Too many visitors
----A bathroom
Discounted ferry tickets sold on the ferry
More space between vehicles
More non-computer-only notices. We don’t all have computers.
Better off-ferry (on-island) transportation beyond Hale Passage
Assistance for disabled beyond that point during drydock
Need CLEAN on-dock bathrooms
----1. Have a boat to handle at least 35 vehicles
2. Have a boat to handle legal loads limits (semis, weights up to 105,500 or something close)
3. 10 years seems like a very long time
4. ADA
----1. A dock on Lummi Island side next to ferry landing for visitors that would double as walk on ferry landing
2. Authorization for Lumm Nation PD to ticket people who are not lining up correctly (sticking out in the road) as this
is a major traffic hazard. Plus they should have authority to ticket those parked in non-authorized areas as this
upsets
theirreduced
community
3.
Special
rates for resident islanders available by punchcard or car basis only. Increase in rates for cash
and credit cards, especially out of County -- vacationers do not pay taxes to support ferry -- boat loaunching fees
are charged higher to non resident people than resident people at Bloedel Donovan. Other counties and states
charge higher taxes and fees to non resident land owners. Seems fair that our peak summer season have a higher
ferry rate to non resident ferry crossers
4. A boat that will accommodate a full size semi for commercial services
5. Special commercial services appointments
6. Space to open car doors -- ADA
7. Move ferry off Reservation controlled land
8. Fix double lane entering of Lummi Shore people cutting line and parking in second lane and sticking out in road
----Electronic ticket scanning to speed up payments
On-car passes posted or digital chips
Better coordination with County and Lummi Nation transit
Better parking on mainland.
----Expanded weekend schedule (earlier in the morning)
Assurance of lease availability for dock
----Wireless cameras placed so the crew can see the extent of the waiting line
----Maybe an earlier weekend run ~6 am
A camera for the ferry crew to be able to see the lines on both sides (Lummi Island and Gooseberry Point)

Q2 Changes to Improve
Bathroom on the mainland
----1. Bathrooms on Gooseberry Point
2. More and safer parking for drydock
3. Improved ticketing!! (like a toll tag…)
4. Better signage -- the number of signs is overwhelming and most can only be read by the first two cars
5. Signal lights for when ferry is loading, when it’s full and a reader board for the next ferry will arrive
It’s a burden on the pursers to have to deal with selling tickets and also taking money.
----I’d like to have extra runs at night if cars are left on the dock.
Better parking at Gooseberry (especially, but not only during drydock)
Restroom at Gooseberry
----Safer vessel -- the ability to always get out of your car (vehicle)
More consumer friendly on getting passes
Bathroom on mainland side
Better parking on mainland side for leaving a vehicle
Cost can be prohibitive for some
----(no comments)
----Get a larger replacement ferry
Try to keep up with demand
Be more customer friendly
Easier to load
Expandable
----Something to reduce wait times during peak usage
Better parking, especially during drydock
Restrooms at Gooseberry
Bigger ferry with more room to get out of vehicles -- safety, easier to load
----Better line up for parking on island
Better signage
Will need ADA standadrs
Bathrooms on mainland
Bigger lanes for ease
----Clear information about crew training for emergencies
Options for cars and riders in the event of different types of emergency
Greater lane width and straight lanes to make it easier / quicker / safer to drive on and off
Lower fares to ensure low income families are able to use the ferry as often as they want to
Webcam / online status of ferry lines both sides
--------1. PARKING PARKING PARKING especially the Gooseberry side all year long
2. Return nighttime security – if not possible then at least during dry dock
3. Roster of ferry crew
4. Move dry dock or eliminate it with a replacement car ferry
5. Establish a shuttle on the Gooseberry side during dry dock. Old people, normal people and kids should not be
walking in the dark in the dark streets
-----

Q3 Priorities for Improvements
3. Overall, what are the main issues (approximately 5-7) you hope will be addressed by the ferry
system improvements? (Please rank with the highest priority listed first.)
Ferry to accommodate more space per vehicle
----Ferry waits -- 2 hr. Back-ups
Location of dock at Gooseberry
Energy efficient
Safe reliable vessel
Shorter drydock
Safety / seaworthy
----1. Replace Whatcom Chief and docks to increase reliability of service
2. Ferry design -- straight lanes, wider lands
3. Better drydock customer use experience. Parking -- vehicle ferry instead of walk on
4. Inside waiting, restrooms on Gooseberry side -- perhaps in conjunction with Lummi Nation Store
5. Earlier weekend start times
6. Better synch with WTA bus
----1. Move Gooseberry dock off reservation
2. Relatively similar schedule and range
3. Somewhat larger ferry
4. Better facilities on Gooseberry (bathroom, weather protection, security, etc.)
5. ADA / better loading
6. Better parking on mainland
7. Be fiscally efficient
----1. Overall cost to island residents or can it be reduced using cost savings like through automation,
efficiency
2. Improved ticketing -- toll tags
3. Secure and safe parking on mainland
4. Better signage
5. Signal light for loading, and in leaving
6. Earlier weekend start time
-----Streamlined payment system
Work with Lummi Nation as they plan development at Gooseberry -- ensure realistic and safe plan for
ferry dock
Restrooms at Gooseberry
Parking at Gooseberry
Modular boat design, expandable, easier to load
1. Keep mainland dock at Gooseberry Point
2. Improve queuing lines on Gooseberry Point
3. Keep ferry approx. Same size or slightly larger than Whatcom Chief
4. Provide better / larger parking at Gooseberry Pt.
5. Provide outside “flying” passenger deck (like on foot ferry)
6. Eliminate foot ferry during drydock
-----

Q3 Priorities for Improvements
Parking
Reliable ferry
Waiting facility
----1. Backup ferry
2. Adequate, safe waiting area on Gooseberry side
3. Identified and monitored parking on Gooseberry
----Keeping a smaller ferry
----1. The new ferry should be sized to allow a maximum number of vehicles while maintaining a
reasonable load, off load, and sailing time between Gooseberry Point and Lummi Island. If the boat is
too large, there may be fewer runs and wait times may increase on both sides.
2. Given that a new ferry’s lifespan will exceed the length of the 25 year lease with the Lummi Nation,
consideration should be given to building a ferry that can make the run across Bellingham Bay and dock
in Fairhaven. At this time, no one knows what the terms of a new lease might be. The size may not
have to be increased but the ferry should be able to comfortably cross Bellingham Bay in heavy
weather.
3. Since about 2011 when the Willows Inn became nationally and internationally known, it has
generated much additional vehicle traffic while it is open for business, which is six days a week during
July and August, 5 days a week for several months and 4 days a week during fall and early spring. The
Inn is closed from mid December through mid March. Many vacation rental units have opened since the
Willows has become a famous destination restaurant.
Modeling ferry traffic might best be done understanding that a restaurant does not stay in business
forever. If the award winning chef, Mr. Blaine Wetzel, decides to move on, the Inn could very well cease
to draw the same crowds to the island and vehicle volume would decrease, perhaps greatly. Of course,
the Inn could also close, which would also decrease vehicle volume.
----(no comments)
----Better parking on Gooseberry side
----1. If / when the Chief is retired getting a ferry with more space on deck. Not being able to get out of my
car, hitting the sides are uncomfortable for me
2. More parking options for drydock, or no drydock (additional ferry).
----As a diver who has been here and other urban waterways (Hilo, Hawaii, Seattle--Lake Washington,
Golden Gardens.) Good environmental stewardship can mean pretty good Flora and Fisha protection
even in a well trafficked area.
----1. Transparency / fiscal accountability with expenditures, R/T drydock
2. Cost containment / rising fares
3. Back up vessel -- could be shared with other neighboring counties
4. Replacement ferry / not electric
5. Dock locations and stability, always hearing about negotiation breakdowns and fear around losing
Gooseberry lease for decades
----Cost to islanders -- versus spread out as a whole County expense

Q3 Priorities for Improvements
Location of docks -- driving through whole Reservation is a disservice to Lummi Nation -- plus need
more land for parking and queuing that doesn’t impact so many residents
Energy efficiency and consideration of climate change
----1. Ferry staging and dock system expansion
2. Ferry replacement funding sources (USDOT, US Highway, State, County, Fares)
3. O&M cost (dedicated)
----2 hour backups in summer + 1 hour waits occurring frequently around weekends and holidays year
round
Safe, reliable nearby parking during drydock and year round
Shorter drydock
Better relations with Lummi Nation community
Properly placed ferry docks that take prevailing current / weather into account (esp for winter rough
weather)
----Safety
Seaworthy
Less bureaucracy
Queuing
----Ferry (safety) design
Dock placement -- Gooseberry Point dock is North / South making difficult to dock!
Design allows crew to continue taking fares on deck in an environment better protected and convenient
in time frame allowed OR other plan to provide crew with BEST option to collect fares.
----1. Straight lanes on ferry
2. Spray protection
----Replacement of the Whatcom Chief
Dock replacement
Inside waiting area and restrooms
----1. Accessibility to vehicles while on boat -- wider lanes and
2. Straight through driving -- hard to park a long wide vehicle on
3. Restrooms on Gooseberry side
4. Drydock changes -- vehicle
----Reliable, newer boat
Waiting area on mainland (peds)
----Ability to meet current and future demands on the system
Better service during drydock sessions
Better coordination with regional transportation
----Drydock parking
Long lines weekends and summer -- maybe some trans demand methods

Q3 Priorities for Improvements
Don’t design just for tourist loads
Non-resident fares
----Better parking arrangements
Multiple drive-on lanes
Paratransit riders need better time access
Separate paratransit Tuesday rides and fuel-truck runs
----Would like to see a dock for citizens to park their boats. Example now if the Whatcom Chief breaks
down there is no dock to put your boat. Visitor Dock.
----1. Traffic flow
2. Safe boat larger than existing
3. Bathroom on Gooseberry
4. Visitors’ dock alongside of new Lummi Island ferry landing
----1. Greater capacity for vehicles
2. ADA accessibility (more space between cars)
3. A real Gooseberry Pt. terminal (heated?). Bathroom on mainland side.
4. Security camera and better lighting
5. Way to purchase tickets on mainland side.
----Affordability
Access -- parking
Frequency of sailings / length of sailing
How do we measure community (???) / preferences to create consensus?
----(no comments)
----As an ex industrial welder, indestrial engine mechanic and as a mariner, I think the Whatcom Chief can
continue to serve the island for decades. If it were up to me I would keep the Chief for about another 23 decades.
Overall cost for a new ferry should be considered in light of how much more islanders would have to
pay.
----1. Better safety -- ability to open car doors in case of emergency
2. Cost! A new ferry must not be more expensive. Can costs be reduced by better automated ticketing
and a more cost efficient ferry?
3. Better / shorter drydock times and better parking and service especially for handicapped passengers.
----Long wait times in summer
Parking at Gooseberry
Public transit options at Gooseberry
----1. Vehicle safety -- ability to get out of car
2. Parking on mainland (safe! secure!)

Q3 Priorities for Improvements
3. Cost -- and availability of passes
----1. How will you plan LOS in light of future black swan events such as the quarry, PRD, tribal
development of LI properties, etc.? (note: PRD refers to recent vote on creating a Lummi Island Parks
and Recreation District)
2. How will you plan around the tribe’s wish to construct a floating marina upwind / upstream of the ferry
dock?
3. Has consideration been given to using existing Port of Bellingham ferry ramp facilities?
----Streamlined payment system
Ferry design compatible for further port capacity
----1. At least maintain current LOS
2. Restrooms at Gooseberry
3. Parking at Gooseberry
4. * Maintain (at least) current differential for low income fares.
----1. RF ID chip for islanders; seasonal rates for tourists
2. New ferry that runs on renewable fuel and is small and agile, able to travel quickly and make
numerous trips
3. Better parking for islanders
----(no comments)
--------1. Ferry replacement
2. PARKING PARKING PARKING
3. Maintaining approximate location of docks
4. Dry dock or not
-----
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Agenda
• Welcome/Introductions
• Overview of agenda and goals for the meeting
• Discuss current level of service for baseline in 2017 and
projected ridership
• Compare level of service for three vessel replacement options
(20-car, 28-car, 34-car vessels)
• Summary of options
• Discussion of Gooseberry Point site alternatives
• Next steps on the project
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Existing LOS — Vessel Capacity
• What is an AEQ?
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Capacity Options
20-car

28-car

34-car

20-CAR VESSEL

28-CAR VESSEL

34-CAR VESSEL
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Average Projected Demand and Max Capacity
Gooseberry Point to Lummi Island 2017, 2040, 2060
Weekday Vehicle Demand in 3-hour Service Window
August 2017, 2040, 2060
250

204

Vehicles

200

170

168
160

150
136

204

168

168
160

140

128

100
84

120

120

96

96

128

136

136

112
100

112

80

80

60

50

0

204

48

48
3

4

5

1:00 am - 7:00 am

53

62

74

7:00 am - 10:00 am

49

57

68

10:00 am - 1:00 pm

August 2017
Max Veh. Capacity (16) - Current Max. Frequency
Max Veh. Capacity (34) - 30-min Max. Frequency
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92

107 128

1:00 pm - 4:00 pm

August 2040

141 164 196

4:00 pm - 7:00 pm

76

88

105

7:00 pm - 10:00 pm

August 2060

Max Veh. Capacity (20) - Current Max. Frequency
Max Veh. Capacity (28) - 30-min Max. Frequency

27

31

37

10:00 pm - 1:00 am

Projected Average Weekday Ridership and Capacity
4-7 PM — Gooseberry Point to Lummi Island
MAXIMUM CAPACITY
Current Max. Frequency
30 Minute Max. Frequency

20-Car
Vessel

16-Car
Vessel
11 left
behind
at 4 pm

32 left
behind
at 4 pm

36 over
capacity

68 over
capacity

28-Car
Vessel

34-Car
Vessel

8 left
behind
at 4 pm
4 over
capacity

36 over
capacity

Capacity: 160

+40
spaces
+4
spaces

28 over
capacity

+8
spaces

Capacity: 204

Capacity: 168

Max. Capacity: 128

August
2040

August
2060

August
2040

POOR
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August
2060

August
2040

August
2060

August
2040

August
2060

BEST

Summary of Options
Current 16-Car
Vessel

20-Car
Vessel

28-Car
Vessel

34-Car
Vessel

Vessel Capital Cost

NA

~$8-10 M

~$10-12 M

~$11-13 M

ADA Accessibility

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

3

3

3

Level of Service

Crew Requirements
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Gooseberry Point Site Alternatives
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Alternative #1:
Existing Terminal
Alternative #2:
Lummi Nation Marina
Alternative #3:
Private Property Acquisition
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Next Steps
• Review capital and projected operating costs of vessel
fuels and propulsion system
• Refine capital costs, regulatory considerations, and
planning-level schedule for terminal improvements
• Outline funding options and financial forecast
• Hold next public meeting to discuss options
• Revise and develop recommendation to Whatcom
County Council
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Lummi Island Ferry System
Level of Service
Options
May 22, 2018

Agenda
Recap of LOS Analysis Effort
Review LOS
Options and Cost
Operating Costs
Funding Options
Question and Answer

WCC Resolution and Analysis
WCC Resolution 2017-12 Action Plan to Council
that:
Provides measure of adopted LOS
Specific recommendations for service facilities
Estimated costs to complete improvements
Alternatives for funding the improvements

Fall 2017

Early 2018

March 2018

Ridership Memo
Existing Conditions
Memo

LOS Assessment
Memo

April 2018

May 2018

June 2018

Terminal Options
Memo
Public Meeting on
LOS

Vessel Options
Memo

Public Meeting on
Options

Final Draft Report

Ridership Analysis
Vessel Evaluation
Memo

Funding Analysis
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Existing Conditions and Ridership Forecast
Chief is at the end of useful life
Gooseberry Point trestle needs repair in near future
Ridership projected to increase
Average 56% increase
350,000

Average 20% increase

311,121

300,000
241,673
250,000

146,588

199,901
200,000
150,000

104,706
79,084

100,000
50,000

119,961

135,820

2017

2040

162,984

0

Vehicles (w/driver)

Passenger/Pedestrians

2060
Total
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LOS – Capacity and Frequency
• Projected average August weekday ridership in 4-7 PM period
• LOS based on Automobile Equivalency (AEQ) design standard
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Vessels and Terminal Improvement Options
Vessels
• Size:
20, 28*, 34 car

• Propulsion:
Diesel, hybrid, all-electric**

• Second vessel opportunities
Lease vessel, passenger-ferry slip

Terminals
• Gooseberry Point:
Existing location, Marina Site, future
upland expansion, marine structure
improvements for new vessel

• Lummi Island:
Restrooms, queuing, emergency float

• Operational Improvements:
Ticket vending machines, cameras

*Based on LOS being nearly the same as the 20-car, the 28-car option has not been carried forward
** Due to several factors, the all-electric propulsion system has not been carried forward
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Options and Costs*
Chief

20-car

34-car

$3.0 M

$2.5 M

$2.7 M

Vessel**

$9.0-11.0 M

$13.0-15.0 M

Terminals**

$8.0-50.0 M

$10.0-50.0 M

Total Capital Cost

$17.0-61.0 M

$23.0-65.0 M

Est. Annual
Operating Cost

ROM Capital Cost Estimates

LOS

• Does not meet
desired LOS

• Slightly better than
today
• Worse in future

• Better than today
• Meets all future
demand

* In 2018 dollars
**Includes contingency factor
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Operating Cost Breakdown
$3,500,000

$200,000
$3,000,000
$20,000
$20,000
$2,500,000

Annualized Major
Maintenance

$1,196,738
$1,068,000
$1,054,000

Operating Costs

$2,000,000

Insurance/Terminal costs/
Lease/Admin
Annual Maintenance

$1,500,000

$522,443
$120,657

$228,000
$145,000
$142,000

$206,000

$1,000,000

$500,000

Fuel/Lube Oil

Labor

$1,200,284

$1,200,284

$1,200,284

$-

Chief
$3,240,122 Total

20-Car
$2,561,284 Total

34-car
$2,722,284 Total
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Funding Options
• Local Funds
Bonding (Public Works Trust Fund)
Special District (Ferry District, LID, Road Improvement District)
Road fund

• Competitive Grants
CRAB Funding
Federal grants (BUILD)
Federal Highway Administration
Bridge Replacement Advisory Committee (BRAC) funds

• Surcharge options for Recapitalization of Future Ferry
Cash-only fares
Seasonal
All-fares
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Questions
Thank you!!
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How much longer are you willing to wait (in minutes) during certain
times of the year (e.g., summer) or during special events before your
feel your service would deteriorate?
1 hour (15)
60 minutes (13)
40 minutes (10)
30 minutes (10)
60 (8)
45 minutes (5)
45 (5)
One hour (4)

40 (3)
one hour (3)
30 (3)
40 minutes (3)
20 minutes (3)
no answer (3)
2 runs (2)
60 (2)
40 mins (2)
2 sailings (2)
40 min (2)
weekdays, until the next sailing. weekends are more problematic unless they're running overloads.
An extra trip time
20 minutes
0
up to 60 minutes
30 min
As long as it takes
probably about 1 hour in the summer
About 45 minutes.
an hour
2ferry waits is reasonable as we have grown here on lummi
3 sailings (up to 1h)
3 sailings
2 hours at peak travel times is not unreasonable.
2 missed ferries
Hour.. as long as the ferry isn't taking long breaks during these times. I had to off island on July 5th for a
doctors appt. I knew it would be a long wait. It was almost 2-hours. They decided after the 1:30 not to
leave again till 2. I barely made my appt. Ferry should really try to get the lines down after holidays when
the lines are going up the hill
2 missed sailings
20 minutes or 60 minutes total
As long as it takes for ferry to meet demand.
40 minutes, 2 missed
up to an hour
Again, as long as it takes.
I always try to plan to be in line one ferry earlier then the one I really want to be on. I understand that in the
warmer months Friday afternoons and the weekends are busier and dont mind waiting an hour or so. Its
when a shift change or a break has just occurred and the crew doesnt try to keep the line cleaned up that
it gets a bit frusterating. Again I understand I chose Island Life, and I love it, it just seems a customer

service piece is sometimes missing with certain employees, like I should be glad they are there. The over
ferry atmosphere from a riders stand point has improved alot over the last year or so.
One hr in peak summer
2 boats is fine, but when pushing 3 and 4, it gets excessive
15 min
1-1/2 hr longer if a restroom is available
2 ferries
One hour total wait
20 mins
one ferry
90 minutes
1 missed boat
my maximun wait has been about an hour and a half
50
It just part of island living. 2 hours is reasonable on occasion
20
15...for a total of 45 minutes.
No longer than 3 ferry trips
Up to 40 minutes
30 more minutes
up to 1hour
10
My deterioration is based on my urgency to get across. If I have nothing urgent to get to it’s easier to wait
in a long line.
Total of hour and a half, waiting is like a meditation many times, you look and take it all in.
90 minutes sometimes just to get back to Lummi
Don't know..it has rarely happened, in the past I have parked and walked if it's too long.
50 min.
Two ferry trips
2 ferry wait
60 min
One hour
Honestly, waiting is never convenient. It's difficult to put a number on it. But less is better.
40 minutes or 2 sailings
45 min
Any waiting imposes a burden. The longer the wait, the higher the cost, both per individual run and
cumulatively. We wait because there is no choice. The ability to handle peak loading situations effciently
is a necessary design characteristic, as measured in cars/hour under different conditions.
up to 1 hour
2 hours
40-60 minutes

75 minutes
80 minutes.
I plan accordingly

If "No", why?
70 responses
I would plan on taking the ferry at a better day or time.
There are no restrooms available which is inconvenient during long waiting lines.
With a car on each side, 30 minutes seems adequate & reasonable
For the same reason my experience is deteriorating sitting at the same stop light on Meridian for over 30
minutes.
My time is not that flexible
I avoid being here in the summer because of long ferry waits.
I can tolerate an occasional, unplanned hour wait but sitting in my car for a longer period is a hardship if it
happens all the time.
I would rather plan to take an alternate ferry that does not have a long wait time if possible.
The lack of service is a hindrance in service to others.
It's a waste of my time.
Quality of life. Waiting more than 30 minutes for a 5 minute ferry ride is not unreasonable to expect
Don't like waiting more than 30 min.
Job hours inflexible
do not have enough time to wait more than an hour for a ferry
personal
Many times the extended wait is because there were because there were fewer runs, like on the
weekends, Sunday especially.
My property taxes are high therefore I feel I have paid for a decent level of service.
Because my time has value and waiting unnecessarily in line is not the nest use of my time
Frankly, I believe the number of vehicles coming to the island could be mitigated by addressing the high
number of AirBnB etc visitors; also, I would not mind parking on mainland and walking across but that
requires a safe place for me to park and planning in advance, so there is a car on island side. (Waits are
usually on mainland side)
my needs don't change
I give myself 25 before the ferry I need. A cam would help to have an idea of the ferry line length.
I will only wait if (basically) an emergency. Otherwise, I will plan my trip for a time when there is no wait.
If it’s under staffed in peak hours I’m not willing to wait
Ferry wait times is not the issue, ferry size is the issue, should be larger and straight drive on loading,
curving around center bridge affects load time and parking space

I am often still working when there is a wedding, etc. on the island. During a holiday I am willing to wait
longer
This is basic transportation service that needs to accommodate the citizen (as much as that is possible).
Transportation is a priority.
the Ferry needs to maximize Runs - say ( 3 trips per hr during peak times). (2 all others ) .
pay premium taxes to commute, expect level service accordingly
We are already forced to do this in these situations
My time valuable and I am usually on a tight schedule
I still have commitments and obligations that need to be addressed.
Wait times grow considerably sometimes causing me to seak accomidations I Bellingham.
I often have medical appointments that I cannot afford to miss as it takes so long to get an appointment
with most doctors and procedures.
life is too short to sit in a ferry line
while I am retired the commitments I do have are usually time critical appointments
my time! , appointments , defrosting food
Should have extra runs if you know there will be special traffic.
I am on a schedule and need to be able to calculate my schedule with some reliability
I don't feel that more of a wait then 2 ferry's is needed, especially when there is no restroom to use,
sometimes I have my kids and expecting them to hold it to use a restroom on island is not fair, and it is
not fair for anyone who may have issues and need a restroom because of a 2-3-4 ferry wait .
I rather be anywhere then a ferry line.
I arrange my arrival to a early ferry with min line. The departure is more difficult.
At our age we need reasonable washroom facilities on the mainland to wait longer
.
I would like the crew to run continually (as it usually tries to do) during busy times. Especially when
impacted by cement trucks and commuters.
We plan our travel time, high traffic commute from Seattle by the ferry schedule times and want to get to
the island with a reasonable wait time (no more than 2 ferry trips)
The ferry should keep making runs until the line is much less
Sometimes it is a burden on our schedule
too much time, don't want it, doesn't mean I don't wait
The ferry dictates the entire shape of my day whether I'm arriving or departing. I typically arrive about 20 25 mins early to get on any given ferry. To wait another 30 mins for second ferry is not great. It happens
during the busy season and I get it but it's not ideal.
Appointments need to be met on time.
The question doesn't reflect the possibility of solving "wait times" in other creative manners. Rather than
spend tens of millions of dollars on a bigger vessel or sail to Fairhaven we might want to look at creative
alternatives that both benefit commuters and help improve island life.
Just a few ideas: Look at using a few million to set up a "park and walk" business that would employ
islanders, reduce long wait times, and bring a new business opportunity for young people on the island.

The most direct solution would be to acquire larger parking areas on the Gooseberry side for smaller
"drive on" vehicles to be parked. These could be either gas or electric. They could also be ATV or UTV
vehicles. Many more of these would fit onto the ferry and could reduce wait times. There could also be a
designated site on the island to house these vehicles or people could simply drive them home under a
rental agreement.
If the vehicles were electric carts a charging station could be built. There are many of these on the
mainland that have been in operation for 10 years. It might be the future!
Another option is to have an island taxi that is similar to the dry dock shuttle for those people that want to
just park on the Gooseberry side and catch a commuter shuttle on the Gooseberry side for a ride directly
to their home area. This could employ some islanders and be supported by a few of the millions not
needed to upgrade the ferry and the docks.
The future of the island could be enhanced by looking at a system that embraces the future not the
pasture.
Too long
Longer than 40 minutes-wait is too inconvenient--I have a life to live.
No bathroom no security sometimes too cold or too hot or have young children with me and waiting for
them is difficult
I don't want to spend that much time in a car. I would park at GB if there was some sense of security AND
an adequate shelter. I also realize that if everyone parks and walks on then income for the ferry system
declines.
there are no restrooms nor any decent shelter from weather if needed
I pay a lot for a high service level
Senior citizen, animals to care for on island, usually with groceries
Wait for the pressure to drop
A bigger boat would fix this issue.
Please provide better parking for locals.
I'm going for an apt. In winter it is cold and can't run engine, have to arrive hr early to make sure I am on
the ferry I need to catch
I feel the Ferry should be in service to serve all people in the summer even when there are more people on
the Island.
If it is longer I generally park and walk on.
I think solutions should be explored for very heavy use times including immediately prior to dry dock and
severe summer-time demand.
Usually try to do all of my business once a week..waiting for 2 ferry sailings makes for a VERY long day...
missing appointments and being late for work
The ferry could increase the number of runs during busy times
If I have to wait more than 40 minutes, I will walk on and get my car later
no answer
During a special event occasionally ok, but not 2-3 times per week (in summer especially) sitting in line 40
or more minutes on a regular weekly basis, NO.

13. Any additional comments or thoughts on wait times or ferry
experience?
134 responses
no (3)
No (2)
My average commute time to Bellingham is 1.5 hours- I leave my house early enough so if I miss the ferry
I want, I will still be able to get the next one in time. But some days this does not even work. It only takes
me 20-25 minutes to get to work from Gooseberry. (2)
I think a live camera feed would be very helpful and quite feasible.
It seems I'm frequently caught in the back up caused by fuel trucks only. You have to be there way early to
make sure you can get on a ferry be for the fuel truck schedule.

scheduled wednesday maintenance days are a nuisance. i feel they should be scheduled at night. this
impacts us with vendors and workers coming to the island. it is becoming difficult enough to find
workmen willing to come to the island and this is one of the reasons they give me.
Unexpected Ferry breakdowns and/or no ferry runs for half day makes it hard for us who have dr appts.
Generally, I think that the Chief and crew do a great job.
Make passenger (non vehicle) service a priority
Sizing the next vessel entering service in 2017 or beyond needs to be adequate to handle expected loads
through its lifetime of 60+ years. Loads could easily be double those of just last year, based on last years
increase of over 6%.
(The traffic counts for 2017 have been posted to the website showing an increase on total vehicle traffic
of 6% over 2016 levels to 121,645 total annual roundtrips.
This is dramatically higher than the 114,228 trips in 2016, and still not as high as 2001 of 143,603 trips.
Pedestrian trips showed similar gains of 8% to 78,128, nearing the highs of 2001 of 80,236 peds.
Extending the 1% annual growth out to 60 years beyond when the new vessel is expected to enter service
in 2027 would put vehicle traffic in the 230,000 range, or double what actually occurred in 2016.
I hope this keeps things in perspective when vessel size is discussed.)
Yes. Only allow very large vehicles to board during non peak hours. More incentive to walk on ( bus
service, secure parking, reduced fares). More incentives for smaller vehicles. We do not need MORE, we
need LESS - encourage conservation and a smaller footprint on the planet. I rarely wait because I walk on.
Summer is bad. Friday nights are bad and horrible in summer. I was left behind this week because of two
huge trucks, I should have been on the ferry, and I had to call out of work because the ferry crew took their
lunch break. The huge trucks and cement trucks are an issue, then propane truck days and ferry fueling
days and the maintenance outage days make it all too frustrating if you have a job on the mainland. Some
days I spend over 3 hours commute time just to make sure I can get on the ferry.
If we had secured parking at Gooseberry Pt., we walk on most of the time. We are able to have a vehicle
on both sides
The freedom to add more runs as needed to clear the dock should be maintained.
lack of bathroom on Gooseberry side can be painful when line is long
I love the ferry and the people who work on it. Thank you!
Larger ferries raise expectations of easier access and only increase rates, costs, and the
misunderstanding that this tiny island can or should accommodate more people..
The Chief does the job. Wake up. you live on an island!
Changes to ferry schedule/decreased frequency of runs would negatively impact personal financial
viability and experience. We selected Lummi because of the current ferry schedule and the work
commute flexibility it provides. I don’t view wait times differently than “rush hour” I large urban areas.
Appreciate that the ferry crew frequently make added runs when busy.
Living on the Island always outweighs having to wait.
I expect to have wait times as I have chosen to live on an Island. It is not a bridge!!

Summer will always be busy no different than other San Juan islands
A camera of the ferry line infringes on the privacy of those house close to the ferry line.
Have a 6am start time on weekends during summer months May-Sept.
I would really appreciate 6 a.m. sailings on weekends.
The traffic counts for 2017 have been posted to the website showing an increase on total vehicle traffic
of 6% over 2016 levels to 121,645 total annual roundtrips.
This is dramatically higher than the 114,228 trips in 2016, and still not as high as 2001 of 143,603 trips.
Pedestrian trips showed similar gains of 8% to 78,128, nearing the highs of 2001 of 80,236 peds.
Extending the 1% annual growth out to 60 years beyond when the new vessel is expected to enter service
in 2027 would put vehicle traffic in the 230,000 range, or double what actually occurred in 2016.
I hope this keeps things in perspective when vessel size is discussed.
Tourists do not understand a double line on one side of the water and a single line on the other side, so
they are forming two lines to board on the island side and we let them. Their confusion is legitimate.
Get a bigger boat that can handle larger trucks and Bellingham Bay in the winter and DROP Gooseberry
point all together.
Gooseberry Point is just going to get WORSE !
Parking, safety, security, weather protection.
A reader BOARD that says"next departure at__________" would be helpful. I also think the Islander should
be able to sell Ferry passes. That would be a big improvement.
I would appreciate more sailings. And I would like to see the constant uncertainty about the ferry system
erased. And above all the ferry closedown in September is ridiculous! I cannot access my house for one
month every single year. Not acceptable.
Wait times are increased when the Willows Inn is open. Because a restaurant can open or close it's
business at any time, it should not be a factor in whether a larger ferry is needed. Much summer ridership
is associated with the Willows.
I'm pretty healthy(no appointments) and retired, so I'm easy to please...having lived here a long time, the
ferry is just a fact of life.
During high volume times, I can delay coming home if I know ferry is seriously backed up; however,
sometimes that goes on for many hours. I can't really reschedule departing the island, however.
I believe ferry crew should view line up and schedule a run if it’s going to cause an over load.
none
I think as islanders we should be expected to make adjustments and plans to include the fact that we live
on an island thankfully served by a ferry. At the same time however I think we should put together as
many resources as reasonably possible to help each of us make choices and plans about when we travel
on and off the island so as to as a community reduce long sailing waits for everyone.
Separate lines for island residents and tourists. Residents get on first.
There are a number of islanders who need to go to town for medical reasons (medical tests, rehab, etc.)
that may require several trips per month. Some form of medical pass would be very helpful.
Allow (or be prepared via budget) to let the crew run doubles as necessary during peak usage, i.e.,
summer weekends, peak holiday visiting days, etc.

rather than let the ferry sit, idle, just to keep to schedule. Realize there are union regulations and that crew
needs breaks ---- but a backed-up ferry system with a logjam of cars when (we all know) usage will be at
height doesn't make any sense....
Better connections to the bus, or a dedicated shuttle bus to town would be nice
Double or triple cash fares during high traffic
Problems more recently often around ferry and ramp breakdowns
Seems to have been more variable this past year; it used to be that you could generally figure out when
the busy times would be, but that isn’t the case any more—even during this past winter!
Not a big issue
The ferry size and frequency is extremely convenient. While a slightly larger ferry would not be a real
problem, fewer trips might be. I’d rather wait for a few trips than have fewer trips and a larger ferry.
We need a bigger ferry.
Am considering moving off island to be nearer medical service as there are times when it might not be
possible to get off the island due to weather.
No.
I normally plan ahead ao I have few issues with wait times.
weekends should run more often during backups or full loads
The idea that the ferry, whatever ferry that might be, is the same as a piece of road is going to lead to
disappointment.
NEED TO have bathroom on mainland side. ( use a card key or something.)
living on an island requires planning ahead and being flexible
The other big issue is dry dock. Such a mess these days with no parking and timing of dry dock.
we need a bigger ferry
Over many years, I have only experienced wait times longer than 2 ferry runs on holiday weekends, Artist
Tour weekends and occasionally for severe weather and rough seas.
Ferry fueling and fuel truck runs a disruptive. They should be done on days and times when there is no
traffic issues. Sunday at 10 pm.
More ferries on weekends
Waiting requires patience and is a good lesson for all of us. Bring a book.
I really appreciate the Ferry Crew and the work they need to perform in all kinds of weather.
Seems criteria for extra runs has become more erratic. Need better drydock experience. Uncertainty of
parking and safety an issue; would be highly desirable to have substitute car ferry when the Chief is in
drydock. As we age and need more medical appts. the ferry is becoming a bigger issue due to cost,
uncertainty of schedule....i.e with scheduled appts. we feel we have to be at the dock at least 60 minutes
early to make sure we make our appt. (We spend approx. 6mos on island during May through Labor Day
and December and 6 mos during winter in AZ.
waiting 3 ferries some times in winter. ridiculous! summer 4-6.
Get ride of crew break times when there’s a third crew member. This is when, if you get bumped, you have
to wait 40 min.
Wish there were some way to ensure driver civility in the line. Maybe the proposed alert system would
help...

Would be good to know whether there will be an extra run or not.
Something seriously needs to be done THIS season about the location of the signage for how to proceed
in the line for loading. The placement is absurd. And cars in the left lane easily not see it
Having a 640 boat in the morning would help alleviate the morning rush of the 7:00 boat and full boats.
It would be good, if possible, to have some kind of protection from high waves, when my car is at the front
of the ferry.
If there is an overload, I would hope that the ferry would run back and forth to alleviate it.
Summers are horrible and dry dock is insult to injury.
I really appreciate the ferry captain using their discretion to add unscheduled runs during busy times.
I would like to see statistics on the other Puget Sound ferry wait times.
More parking at Gooseberry would make the ferry commute better
In general, I think our current service is outstanding.
I love the ferry crew
If you want to increase the population of Lummi Island and make it a city, get a bigger ferry and rise the
cost of using the service.
Better cuing instructions in the summer for visitors on both sides of the water to help manage long lines
It is what it is - part of living on an island
Summer traffic is often unpredictable, and waiting in line to leave the Island, in the hot sun for 60-90
minutes is unacceptable. Large trucks in line, that are not visible in long lines make it more frustrating
still. I will have to change my schedules for leaving Lummi. A traffic can would be very useful to me. I was
considering buying a droneΘ
Change crew break schedules to reduce back up and wait times. Hire relief crews.
Would love better dry dock parking options.
Incentivizing the use of smaller vehicles would all dramatically reduce ferry wait times as more cars
would fit on each run.
If the county added an additional rate class for vehicles up to 10’ long and 4000 lbs, for example, and
charged 75% of the standard Car and Driver (Vehicle under 8000 lbs) fee, and you would achieve the
following additional benefits:
* net revenue per ferry trip would increase,
* double runs would be reduced, and associated ferry costs (fuel, maintenance costs) would be lower,
* a 25% discount on the present “vehicle and driver” fare would provide a means for drivers to save
money,
* the increased distance between vehicles on the ferry deck would enhance crew comfort and safety, as
small cars are typically narrower,
* better utilization of deck space would result in a reduction of costly vehicle ”incidents.”
* the County would lead a paradigm shift in ferry rate structuring.
* the County would encourage the use of ecologically considerate vehicle choices, as many small vehicles
are also green vehicles.

Last year at peak summer times the ferry crew had one extra crew person which helped the loading and
unload go much faster , great help! And an electronic reader sign at both docks would be helpful to tell
those in line about what’s going on, next ferry rin or any problems the ferry might be having with
estimated start up time, the communication is terrible when there’s s mechanical breakdown !
It is the inconvenience of the ferry that keeps the island a desirable place to live. Users already have to
wait a lot less than they do to get to other islands. The county has total control of ridership through the
fare structure. A new ferry and terminal facility should be sized appropriately to the scale of the island,
and the cost of future improvements need to be made clear to island residents.
a more reliable ferry would be great - and a second ferry during dry dock. it's unbelievable that in this day
and age that vehicular access to the Island is eliminated for the time that it is. As a full time, part time
resident it ends up being a full three weeks before we can get to our property in September.
Planning ahead by the ferry user is essential to have a good experience.
I am a 15 year resident, so have a fair idea when to leave to get in line during the day. My biggest errors
are when there are large vehicles in line that take up multiple car spots on the ferry. A fleet of cement
trucks is a nightmare. Having a replacement ferry with one or more straight thru wider lanes would help a
lot.
It's an island. It's going to be inconvenient at times.
Rarly wait now.
When lines are really long the ferry should make extra runs
The crew packs the vehicles too closely together for safe egress in case of fire.
It's not so bad, We live on an island
I prefer waiting to having a bigger boat. It would help to have a heads up re: cement trucks, etc.
I think that the crew should run more doubles or additional sailings when possible.
I think if you know you need to TRULY be off-island at a certain time AND you are OK with parking a car at
Gooseberry, a smart move is to leave your car overnight on Lummi side and walk on in the morning (i.e.
summers/busy commute times, etc...). Then you can avoid a hideous, frustrating experience. But for
people who need their car on-island, all I can say is: wake up earlier; leave earlier. If we want a small ferry
-- or will continue to have a small ferry -- you have to adapt to the options. There are those few times a
year when it's busy. Best learn to adapt around them, schedule-wise.
At dry dock, more parking area and lighted; bathroom & covered shelter area; access for those disabled to
board and exit ferry; during dry dock, having a replacement ferry with car space (even if limited)
I love the LI Ferry. Overall it is a very positive experience for me.
Sometimes, the ferry doesn't stick to schedule. Usually, when I miss, it has left 5 minutes earlier than
scheduled.
I tend to try to leave a vehicle and walk on if I know it’s a busy time to sail, as in the summer. I don’t mind
that too much because it saves on the ferry fare.
Dry dock is a joke i should get a tax refund
Other (30)
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Whatcom County Ferry System Improvement Project:
Public Input Questionnaire #3
The Lummi Island Ferry Advisory Committee (LIFAC), in partnership with Whatcom County Public Works
and KPFF Consulting, has been helping conduct a study to enhance the current Whatcom County Ferry
System. The study has developed alternatives to inform long term planning decisions and recommend
capital improvements and funding sources. This study is the first step toward the longterm goal of
replacing the nearly 60yearold Whatcom Chief by the end of 2026. The study has also developed
alternatives for improving the Gooseberry Point and Lummi Island docks, queuing areas, and amenities.
These are complex issues. We've provided summaries of information throughout this questionnaire. As a
result the questionnaire may require about 2030 MINUTES TO COMPLETE. Background information,
including the consulting memorandums to date, can be found on the LIFAC website at:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/521/LummiIslandFerryAdvisoryCommittee
Opportunities for formal public input have been ongoing through this project, including LIFAC's monthly
meetings, public meetings with KPFF, special public work sessions, and two previous questionnaires.This
questionnaire is the next step in gathering public input. It focuses on community preferences for:
 vessel size
 vessel propulsion system
 cost tradeoffs
 Level of Service (LOS) tradeoffs
 terminal improvement alternatives
The questionnaire responses, along with the technical reports and other forms of public input, will be used
by LIFAC and the County to develop recommendations in late June to present to County Council in July
2018.
* Required

Consultants' Reference Documents
To date, KPFF has drafted five technical memorandums that provide background for the questions
presented in this questionnaire. You can view or download the memorandums from the LIFAC website:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/521/LummiIslandFerryAdvisoryCommittee
Documents available include:
 KPFF Task 1: Existing Conditions Memo
 KPFF Task 2: Ridership Memo
 KPFF Task 3: Level of Service (LOS) Analysis
 KPFF Task 4:
· Task 4.1: Vessel Alternatives Analysis
· Task 4.2: Maintenance/Reserve Vessels
· Task 4.3: Alternative Fuel Analysis
· Task 4.4: Vessel Costs
 KPFF Task 5: Terminal and Operational Improvement Options
You are invited and strongly encouraged to review those documents before completing this questionnaire.

Completed questionnaires are due by Sunday June 10, 2018.
ALLOW ABOUT 2030 MINUTES TO COMPLETE THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE.
On past questionnaires, we have asked you to answer questions based on your personal experience, and
that probably didn't take much time. This time, however, we are asking you to answer questions based on
information from the consultants (KPFF). For that reason, we ask that you read the information provided
carefully before answering the questions. This questionnaire will likely take longer for you to complete.
If you know someone who prefers a paper version, let them know they can get one at the Islander grocery
store. A dropbox is also provided there for completed paper questionnaires. If you have any questions
about the questionnaire, please contact LIFAC via email at: lummiferry@googlegroups.com
Thank you in advance for helping to shape the future of our ferry system.

Name and Address
NOTE: The questionnaire requests you to enter your name and STREET address. This information will NOT
be included in the reporting of the results and will be kept confidential. It is being collected for
VERIFICATION PURPOSES ONLY to reduce the possibility of multiple submissions. Do not use a PO box.
Please use your Lummi Island address if you have one, whether you receive mail there or not.

Name and Address
1. First Name *

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Crp7zPmlieut30nO2HElR4BUYSPI3st3FMiW1PGlizE/edit
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2. Last Name *

3. Street Address *

4. City *

5. State or Province *
Mark only one oval.
Washington
British Columbia
Other:
6. Country *
Mark only one oval.
USA
Canada
Other:
7. Zip Code *

General Questions
8. ResidenceI am currently: *
Mark only one oval.
a fulltime resident on Lummi Island.
a parttime resident on Lummi Island
a fulltime resident at Gooseberry Point
a parttime resident at Gooseberry Point
a visitor or offisland service provider to Lummi Island residing offisland.
Other:
9. EmploymentI am currently (check all that apply): *
Check all that apply.
employed full or parttime onisland
employed full or parttime offisland
an owner or operator of a business on Lummi Island
a student attending school onisland
a student attending school offisland
Unemployed
Retired
Other:
10. On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being the most positive, what is your current level of satisfaction
with the Whatcom County ferry service: *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4



5

6

7

8

9

10
+

PLEASE TAKE TIME TO READ THE INFORMATION AT THE
BEGINNING OF EACH SECTION BEFORE ANSWERING THE
QUESTIONS. ALLOW ABOUT 2030 MINUTES TO COMPLETE THE
REST OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
Ridership Projections
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Crp7zPmlieut30nO2HElR4BUYSPI3st3FMiW1PGlizE/edit
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To develop alternatives for vessel size, KPFF, the ferry consultant group hired by Whatcom County, began
by estimating the projected change in ferry ridership over the next forty years. In particular, they looked at
vehicle ridership, since the number of passengers very rarely exceeds the maximum. After looking at
relevant factors (see report linked below for details), KPFF projected an average annual growth rate of
1.74% for pedestrians/passengers and a 0.87% average annual growth rate for vehicles.
Based on an analysis of current ferry ridership, KPFF chose to focus on the average number of vehicles
going from Gooseberry Point to Lummi Island on an August weekday between 47 pm. This is during the
peak traffic season, but is not the highest peak. Demand is even higher on summer weekends. The idea
was to choose a boat size to handle heavy traffic, but not the infrequent "peak of the peak" traffic.
In 2017, an average of 141 vehicles crossed during an August weekday between 47 pm. The consultants
projected that the demand in 2040 (approximately 20 years from now) will be 164 vehicles, and in 2060 (40
years from now) there will be 196 vehicles.
REFERENCES:
Read the full Ridership memorandum here:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33978/DRAFTTask2_Ridership
View the consultants' chart of the projected ridership demand and maximum capacity for various vessel
sizes in 2017, 2040, and 2060: http://lummiislanders.com/ferrydocs/userfiles/20180518093729.pdf
11. Given the ridership numbers above, the projections are: *
Mark only one oval.
Lower than what I expected
About what I expected
Higher than what I expected
12. Why? (optional)

Level of Service (LOS) Tradeoffs
Two types of expenses are involved for the ferry system improvement project: capital (construction) costs,
and operating/maintenance costs. The funding to pay capital costs will likely come from federal, state, and
local funding sources such as competitive grants, bonds, County road fund, special district property tax, etc.
It could take some time to build a grant funding portfolio. Capital costs are NOT anticipated to impact fares.
However, the operating and maintenance costs are usually paid 55% from fares, and 45% from the County
road fund, and so potentially impact fares. Note that County policies regarding Needs Based Fares will still
apply to any fare change that is required to accommodate a replacement boat or terminal improvements.
Additionally, while fares have increased significantly since 2006, when adjusted for inflation they have
remained about the same.
The decision about what combination of vessel size and propulsion system to use is more complex than
selecting an option solely based on cost. Previous public input listed factors such as keeping costs
reasonable, the need for accommodating climate change, being better stewards of the environment,
providing reliable service, maintaining service frequency, reducing wait times, having a larger boat to allow
more space between vehicles, and having a backup vessel for emergencies and dry dock, all of which
result in additional costs.
Given this information, LIFAC would like your input on how strongly you support or don't support the
statements below. When a ranking is requested, 5 is the strongest support and 1 is the least support.
Estimated costs affecting fares are indicated where applicable.
REFERENCES:
Read a full analysis of Maintenance/Reserve Vessels (Task 4.2) and Alternative Fuel Analysis (Task 4.3)
here:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33980/DRAFTTask4VesselMemos
13. 1. It is important to me that increases in operation and maintenance costs do not impact fares
significantly. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Least support

Strongest support

14. 2. I support paying the approximately $9,000 increase in operating costs (approximately 0.3%
fare increase) to have a hybrid diesel electric vessel. *
Mark only one oval.
1
Least support

2

3

4

5
Srongest support
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15. 3. I support paying an increase in fares to ensure that we have a backup emergency ferry to
carry vehicles. If the Whatcom Chief is used, operating costs would be approximately $2.5 ??
million per year plus yearround storage costs (a total fare increase of about 86%). A leased
vessel might be less expensive. (Note: There would still be periods without vehicle ferry service
when dock maintenance or repair is underway.) *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Least support

Strongest support

16. 4. Washington's CRAB (County Road Administration Board) is the lynchpin in funding County
ferry capital projects. To get the maximum funding possible from CRAB, Whatcom County will
be required to create a ferry district that can levy property taxes ranging from almost nothing to
75 cents per thousand dollars of value. The maximum levy, if applied to Lummi Island only,
would raise about $200,000 annually. Without a ferry district, CRAB funding would be reduced
by about $2.5 million. Would you support the creation of a ferry district to help pay for a new
ferry? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
Yes, but only if the ferry district was applied to the whole County.
No
17. Why? (optional)

18. (Optional) Do you have any ideas about how a Countywide ferry district could be justified to the
County Council and County property owners?

19. 5. In order to plan for future generations, I support creating a ferry replacement fund for the next
round of vessel and dock improvements (40+ years from now). *
Mark only one oval.
1
Least support

2

3

4

5
Strongest support

20. 6. If a ferry replacement fund is created, I believe the fund should be supported by (check all
that apply): *
Check all that apply.
Surcharge on all ferry tickets (except Needs Based Fares)
Surcharge on cash tickets only during peak summer season (not on punchcards or Needs Based
Fares)
Ferry district taxes, Lummi Island only (no minimum, maximum $0.75 per thousand dollars
property value)
Ferry district taxes, Countywide (no minimum, maximum $0.75 per thousand dollars property
value)
Other:

Vessel Size
Based on the ridership projections, KPFF chose three ferry sizes to compare to the current Whatcom Chief:
a 20car vessel, a 28car vessel, and a 34car vessel. All of these vessels would be at least somewhat
larger than the Whatcom Chief because the average space for each vehicle (AEQ) would include room to
open car doors. All vessels would have 4 car lanes and would require the same number of crew as the
Chief.
Larger vessels would be able to consistently make only 6 round trips per 3hour peak (approximately 25
minutes per round trip). The reduced trip frequency would be offset by the increased vehicle capacity, so
overall queue wait times would be reduced or eliminated with the 28 or 34 car ferries.
The capital and operating costs listed below are based on a traditional diesel propulsion system, and
include a 30% contingency. Costs are represented in 2018 dollars. Alternative propulsion systems will be
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discussed later in this questionnaire, along with their estimated costs. At this stage of planning, these costs
are all ROM (Rough Order of Magnitude) estimates.
As noted in the previous section (Level of Service Tradeoffs), capital (construction) costs are not
anticipated to impact fares. Also, because operating costs of a newer, more efficient vessel are expected to
be lower than present day operating costs (see below), fares are not likely to be negatively impacted by any
of the proposed new vessel sizes.
KPFF and Public Works are recommending the 34vehicle ferry size. The capital cost difference between
the 28 and the 34 is small overall, and the operating costs are nearly the same. However, the 28vehicle
boat will not meet the projected ridership demand for the full life of the vessel, while the 34vehicle boat will.
REFERENCES:
View the full analysis and comparison of various vessel size options here:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33980/DRAFTTask4VesselMemos

Summary of KPFF Vessel Size Comparison Information

21. Which size vessel would you prefer? *
Mark only one oval.
20vehicle capacity
28vehicle capacity
34vehicle capacity
22. Why? (optional)

Propulsion System Options
KPFF looked at four possible propulsion system alternatives:
 convention diesel engines (baseline)
 dual fuel engines (LNG and diesel)
 diesel electric hybrid
 all electric
REFERENCE:
KPFF Task 4.3 beginning on page 19 of this document:
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33980/DRAFTTask4VesselMemos
(Baseline vessel costs do NOT include the 30% contingency in the Task 4.3 document.)
The dual fuel engines were ruled out by KPFF because (quoting from KPFF'sTask 4.3 Memorandum), "Dual
fuel engines do not currently exist in the size range for Whatcom County."
The all electric option was also ruled out by LIFAC mostly because (again quoting from Task 4.3
Memorandum), "Due to the lack of power infrastructure on Lummi Island...all shore power charging would
occur on the mainland at Gooseberry Point...The mooring arrangement currently utilized by Whatcom
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County is not optimal for these automatic charging arrangements." Estimated capital costs were also quite
high (28% higher than diesel BEFORE adding millions more for shore plugin facility costs).
The remaining options are traditional diesel propulsion and diesel electric hybrid. Following are the
advantages and disadvantages from KPFF's Task 4.3 report.
Note: Battery prices are expected to decline significantly over the next 510 years.

Summary of KPFF Propulsion System Comparison Information

23. Which propulsion system would you prefer? *
Mark only one oval.
traditional diesel propulsion
hybrid diesel electric propulsion
Other:
24. Why? (optional)

Terminal and Operational Improvements
First we'll describe the alternatives KPFF developed for improvements at each terminal. Then we'll talk
about costs and timing. Finally we'll ask you about your preferences.
REFERENCE:
KPFF Task 5: Terminal and Operational Improvement Options
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/DocumentCenter/View/33981/DRAFTTask5TerminalOptionsmemo

GOOSEBERRY POINT TERMINAL:
A 2010 Gooseberry Point Ferry Dock Relocation Feasibility Study evaluated 14 possible sites, including
several east in Bellingham and north on Slater Road. The study found that the only feasible locations on the
mainland were the current location or a location slightly to the west on Gooseberry Point. KPFF examined
possibilities for improvement at those two locations.
ALTERNATIVE 1: CURRENT DOCK LOCATION

At the current location, the dock is nearing the end of its useful life and has a lease which expires in
2046.The County has been told that lease will not be renewed. Only minor modifications to the existing
marine structures would be required to accommodate any of the vessel sizes considered by KPFF. The
wooden trestle, however, needs major repair or replacement in the next few years because it is near the end
of its useful life. While those major repairs are being done, KPFF recommends replacing the marine
structures to allow for 2lane loading/unloading and improved pedestrian and bicycle queuing. There is no
room at this location for additional queuing or parking beyond what exists now, nor for a restroom facility.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Crp7zPmlieut30nO2HElR4BUYSPI3st3FMiW1PGlizE/edit
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AMENITIES RECOMMENDED: installing a live camera feed to allow passengers to monitor the queue, and
ticket vending machines to prepurchase tickets.

ALTERNATIVE 2: LUMMI NATION MARINA SITE

As part of Lummi Nation's planned Marina development, a new ferry terminal would be built west of the
current convenience store location. KPFF recommends the terminal be built to allow 2lane loading to
decrease loading time. Pedestrians and bicycles would queue immediately adjacent to the vessel, allowing
quicker load/unload time without waiting for them to walk down the ramp. The dock could utilize the panel
breakwater proposed as part of the Lummi Nation Marina. The proposed Marina plan includes queuing
lanes on both sides of Haxton Way. A bathroom is not included in the Marina plans.
AMENITIES RECOMMENDED: traffic signal for queuing lanes, installing a live camera feed to allow
passengers to monitor the queue, and ticket vending machines to prepurchase tickets. Additional
amenities, such as parking and more queuing, might be available in the longterm by combining Alternative
2 with the Future Long Range Upland Expansion described later.
BACKUP PASSENGERONLY FERRY FLOAT: At present it takes about a day to stage and install a floating
dock for use during drydock or emergencies by a passengeronly ferry when vehicle service is not possible.
KPFF proposes constructing a small permanent floating dock on the southeast side of the new dock. It
would allow the County to implement passenger ferry service without service disruptions when the dock is
being maintained. It would also allow separate access to Lummi Island for US Coast Guard or the Whatcom
County Sheriff in an emergency. To avoid interference with regular ferry service, its use would be similar to a
fire lane and there would be no public access.
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FUTURE LONG RANGE UPLAND EXPANSION:

Alternative 2 abuts privately owned property. In the longterm, if some of this property becomes available,
there is a potential for future expansion of queuing and parking by utilizing the Alternative 2 marine
structures and expanding the queuing and parking area on up to eight private parcels northwest of the
current terminal. The expansion would be subject to the current owners being willing to sell and Whatcom
County acquiring the properties. Expansion could add queuing space for up to 90 vehicles and up to 50
parking spaces. During drydock, the queuing lanes could be used for additional parking. ADA accessible
restrooms, improved lighting and a covered pedestrian shelter could be built, depending on the property
available.

LUMMI ISLAND TERMINAL:
Whatcom County Public Works (PW) already has plans underway for some improvements to the Lummi
Island dock. In 2018, PW will make minor improvements to the existing timber dolphins to maintain service
until the new vessel design has been selected. Additionally, PW will complete the design of a new
breakwater, and construction of the breakwater is planned for 2019. It will be funded in part by Federal Ferry
Boat Discretionary Funds. Replacement of the existing timber dolphins will be evaluated based on the size
and berthing requirements of the new ferry. More dolphins and a longer breakwater will likely be required for
a longer vessel.
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Says KPFF:
"Currently, the Lummi Island ferry terminal does not require significant marine repairs. However, in the long
term when the marine structures need to be replaced, we recommend Whatcom County Public Works
considers widening the marine structures to accommodate duallane loading/unloading."
BACKUP PASSENGERONLY FLOATING DOCK:
As in Gooseberry Point Alternative 2, KPFF is recommending a permanent floating dock be constructed for
emergency and drydock use for landing a passengeronly ferry during terminal maintenance. It would also
provide separate emergency access for the US Coast Guard or the Whatcom County Sheriff.
QUEUING AND PARKING:
KPFF proposes relocating the terminal parking south of the building to create an additional queuing lane
and a through lane for passenger dropoff and access to the parking on the north edge of the site. They
recommend twolane queuing managed with signage similar to the current Gooseberry Point queue to
prepare the site for duallane loading in the future. Nine of the 11 parking spaces would be relocated to the
other side of the building to create more queuing space. The queuing lanes could be used for additional
parking during dry dock.
AMENITIES:
Proposed improvements would include expansion of the building to include ADA compliant restrooms,
possibly with additional storage or office facilities. Installing live camera feeds to allow passengers to
monitor the queue is also recommended.

Putting It All Together
Following is a summary of the costs, implementation times, benefits and challenges of all the terminal and
operational improvements being proposed. All costs involved are capital costs and do not impact fares.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Crp7zPmlieut30nO2HElR4BUYSPI3st3FMiW1PGlizE/edit
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5/22/2018

Whatcom County Ferry System Improvement Project: Public Input Questionnaire #3

25. 1. A floating dock and loading ramp is proposed for passengeronly ferry loading during
drydock or dock maintenance, as well as emergency access for US Coast Guard or Whatcom
County Sheriff. It would cost approximately $426,250 on the Lummi Island side and $280,000 on
the Gooseberry Point side. Do you favor constructing these floating docks? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
26. Why? (optional)

27. 2. Do you support Whatcom County moving forward to acquire private property at Gooseberry
Point for the future long range upland development option as long as owners are willing to sell?
*
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
28. Why? (optional)

29. 3. The existing dock trestle at Gooseberry Point is rapidly deteriorating as it nears the end of its
useful life. Major repairs to refurbish the dock, plus queue cameras and a ticket vending
machine would cost about $4.5 million and could be carried out within 2 years (Alternative 1).
Would you favor going ahead with this alternative immediately and then working to relocate the
dock (Alternative 2) as part of the Lummi Island Marina plans? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes, let's stabilize the existing dock since we don't know how long it will be before the Marina
will be built.
No, I don't think we should spend money on a dock we will be leaving behind when the dock is
relocated later.
Other:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Crp7zPmlieut30nO2HElR4BUYSPI3st3FMiW1PGlizE/edit
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5/22/2018

Whatcom County Ferry System Improvement Project: Public Input Questionnaire #3
30. 4. Cameras for both terminals would allow passengers to monitor queuing lanes lines to
estimate wait times before driving to the docks. Three cameras on each side and the software to
operate them would cost a total of $90,000. Do you favor installing the cameras? (Note: cameras
would be aimed to minimize views of nearby homes.) *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
31. Why? (optional)

32. 5. During peak periods on a larger ferry, it will be impossible for a single purser to collect fares
as usual from a full load of vehicles in the short crossing time. One option to improve ticketing
would be to install a ticket vending machine (TVM) on the Gooseberry Point side so passengers
could purchase tickets before boarding. The cost would be about $30,000. Would you support
installing a TVM at Gooseberry? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
33. Why? (optional)

Project Phasing
KPFF has identified two approaches toward carrying out the proposed Ferry System Improvement Project:
The first approach is to do all projects as soon as possible, which assumes there are no funding constraints
(a high risk).
The second approach would accomplish the projects in phases based on the useful life of components and
expected funding constraints. For example, the existing dock trestle at Gooseberry Point needs refurbishing
in the next year or two, well before the permitting and construction of a new dock could be carried out. The
Whatcom Chief is due for engine overhaul in about 8 years. Because the vessel is nearly 60 years old, parts
have become difficult to obtain. The vessel needs to be replaced, preferably before the expensive overhaul
is due. Next, before a new vessel can be put into service, the breakwater on the Lummi Island side needs to
be extended to accommodate the longer vessel size. Finally, the ticket sales process needs to be improved
before a new vessel goes into service so the purser can collect fares within the crossing time. These might
be considered the minimum amount of work that should be carried out as soon as possible since the
Gooseberry Point dock and the Whatcom Chief are nearing the end of their useful lives. Using this second
approach, other parts of the project might be deemed less urgent and able to wait until funding is obtained
and/or the Lummi Nation Marina project gets underway.
Here is a comparison of the two approaches from KPFF. (2046 is when the Gooseberry Point lease
expires.)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Crp7zPmlieut30nO2HElR4BUYSPI3st3FMiW1PGlizE/edit
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5/22/2018

Whatcom County Ferry System Improvement Project: Public Input Questionnaire #3

34. Which approach would you favor for implementing the proposed ferry system improvements *
Mark only one oval.
All projects as soon as possible
Phasing the project components based on useful life and funding constraints
35. Why? (optional)

Stop filling out this form.

Untitled Section
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Attachment G
Technical Memo Review – Comment and Response Log

Public Outreach – Lummi Island Ferry System Replacement Project

Attachment G

Task 2 Ridership Memo

Name
LIFAC

Date

Comment

Response

Dear Cassandra- I commented on a previous draft of the Existing Conditions memo and Nancy has reinforced one of those comments. I will therefore just
comment on the preliminary results of the population projection model.

We revised the report to include 2004 data as a comparison. Unfortunately, the data was not available to
develop a model to determine the population dynamics and response to fares. However, fare elasticity was
calculated using historic fare changes from 2004 to 2017 and ridership trends.

—The write up does not take into account two factors which strongly influenced the dip in ridership from 2007 to 2013 or so: During this time ferry fares
were sharply increased on the one hand and the national economy tanked on the other. Some people are of the view that higher fares led some daily
commuters to move from a residence on the Island (especially if rented) and move to the mainland. Construction of new houses also dramatically slowed.
You could examine trends in new housing starts and real estate turnover on the Island to get a better handle on these factors. Finally, you might consider
moving the starting year of the modeling, now 2004, back a number of years. Admittedly, there is quite a lot of volatility in trends of population, housing
and therefore ferry use decade by decade (see the LI Sub-Area Plan, for example), so finding a defensible starting point may be a challenge.

We did consider maximum build out and there are no capacity issues that would impact our projections.
Unfortunately, we do not have the data based on historic ridership to distinguish these riders and cannot
reliably estimate how seasonal vs full time residents drive the ridership numbers. We do have models by fare
type, which are driven by different population measures. This provides some different growth into the future –
but we can’t confidently say there will be n% of seasonal users.

—You might also want to look at maximum build out projections for the Island as another way of putting an upper bound on future population. As you
know, the minimum lot size in the Rural Residential- Island category was raised to 5 acres in 2009 in response to concerns about groundwater availabilities.
This led to a projected build out of 2,220 units at 93% utilization of water. See scenario #2 in Table 7 (p. 62) of the LI Sub-Area Plan. In translating this into
population please remember that the median age is increasing and the average household size is decreasing.

Charles Bailey

Mike Skehan

Scott Aspman

Mike Skehan

—It also seems important for your projections to distinguish between full-time and seasonal residents. The 2010 census showed 479 occupied residences
2/9/2018 and 425 seasonal residences. It might be useful to consider the possibly differential grow in these two categories.
My initial thoughts on the ridership model results is one of disappointment with the key findings failing to recognize the obvious.
Yes, ridership fell quite a bit over the last 10 years, but fares increased dramatically during that period causing many commuters to flee the island, giving
way for the aging retirement community we now have.
The conclusion on page 15 of the report predicts our vehicle counts will be near 140,000 annual crossings in the year 2040, just 13 years after a new vessel
goes into service. Our population will have increased about 40% over 1990 levels.
The estimate of 140,000 annual vehicles fails to mention our existing ferry carried more traffic in the years 1999, 2000, and 2001, before fares were doubled
in 2007 and doubled again in 2011.
Base fare for pedestrians in 2000 was just a dollar, and 3 dollars for a vehicle ($0.92 & $2.72 infl. adj). We now have pedestrian base fares 7 times higher,
and vehicle base fares over 3 times as much. The report concludes these higher fares will remain in effect, negating any relief of a newer boat with far less
maintenance (hopefully).
The report correctly relies on current conditions of demographics to project out what our island will likely look like in 2040, but relying solely on this to
decide what traffic will be ignores what has actually happened in the past. A higher estimate extending out to the useful life of a new vessel in 2070's could
also be justified.
Lastly, the report spends lots of time with breaking down traffic by month, day and even hourly in 2040, but all those graphs are derived from a single
flawed assumption of the future mimicking the last 10 years, and failing to account for what actually happened 40 years prior to that.
I would like to hear individual thoughts from LIFAC members, Public Works and the Consultants on this. Do you agree with my findings or tend to agree
with Steer Davis Gleave's findings on future demand for vehicle crossings? This one number is critical in determining how large or small a vessel should be
2/8/2018 recommended to the Council.
I think our current process is fine, but as you said, needs more ‘straight thinking’. I can’t disagree that estimates of future LOS requirements are important.
But outside of the context of operating costs and our ability to fund a major capital investment, we’ll debate them for years.
I had hoped this study would have been helpful to decide what LOS we should recommend. But it fails pretty sadly on that. It doesn’t even address the
‘two boat wait’ discussion.
It answers one wrong question—fare elasticity—and fails to come to any supportable conclusion on population growth. Fare elasticity estimates will be
useful when it comes time to decide pedestrian vs. driver fares. But we’re not setting fares now.
Projected population figures that don’t adequately account for the unique circumstances of the island are less than helpful. We need a number that is not
just a SWAG here, and also takes into account the fact that our decisions will impact that population growth.
There are some ‘decision milestones’ that need to be clearly identified in our project plan if we expect to complete this recommendation on time.
Copied Cassandra on this e-mail. Hope that’s ok. The ‘decision milestones’ are the guidance (and discipline) I’m looking for from KPFF.
2/9/2018
I'm still left wondering 'HOW' any LOS that uses boat wait times is going to be measured, How often it will be measured, By Whom, How much that will cost
to gather and compile, then, What actions that will trigger when the standard is not met.
(eg: 2 boat waits), which is likely where the survey will settle in for the majority)
KPFF and SDG have enough granular data on hand to see where we would fall if the State and Guemes LOS is adopted or modified with different
percentages of 'Full Boats' during the 3 months of the year they are measured.
WSF's use a two tier approach to those routes that fail the LOS. First they look to TDM (Transportation Demand Management) actions that would lower
that number, then if that fails to correct it, look towards providing more capacity on the route (bigger boat, more runs, etc)
Has anyone figured out how you plan to measure boat waits? Much less all the logistics of using it.
2/10/2018 Pursers know when the boat is full leaving the GB dock. A simple check mark on the Count Sheet would log that on the GB to Lummi run. DONE!

The scope of this forecast was to utilize data (historic ridership and fares) from 2007-2017 to build a ridership
forecasting model.

The scope of the ridership forecast was not to evaluate LOS, but to forecast ridership demand based on historic
data from 2007 through 2017.

Proposed performance measures include measuring vehicles carried on each sailing and vehicles left behind in
the queue on each sailing.

Revised

Rhayma Blake

Cassandra asked for input on the draft of the ridership forecast tonight. I would ask that they more specifically define “the LIFAC” on page 13. Are they
3/6/2018 referring to the work Chuck Antholt did, or Mike Skehan? And on what date? I’m sure someone will ask.

Task 3 LOS Memo

Name

Nancy Ging

Nancy Ging

Date

Comment

top of p. 3 "terminal off the Lummi Nation" I think should say something more like "terminal off of Lummi Nation
property." We're not talking about moving off of Lummi Nation entirely. The fee simple land is still part of Lummi Nation,
5/4/2018 as I understand it.
p. 7 Maybe I'm not understanding the chart here, but I don't see that it shows: "...the demand is near or exceeds capacity
for a three hour period in the afternoon in January and exceeds capacity most of the day in August." I see August
5/1/2018 afternoons over capacity, but the morning looks well under capacity, doesn't it?
p. 15 re: Measuring LOS--so it looks like you recommend continuing to collect the westbound traffic data in order to
measure LOS? Is that correct? Also, do you have any suggestions on how to count the queue lengths?

Nancy Ging

Revised

This statement is referencing the following figure (Figure 3) on page 8. You are correct that in
Figure 2, only the afternoon 4-7 PM period exceeds capacity.
To reduce the need for additional crew/staff, our recommendation would be to count the
queue lengths using the video from the cameras. This will give a good approximation of how
many cars are in the queue at certain milestones. The video feed can link to the captain and/or
crew who can monitor and record the queue. This statement has been included in the memo.

5/4/2018
Page 3 - 4th bullet point - change “waiting” to “wait”
Page 8 - Please expand on the phrase “Capacity with additional Trip” in the legend for quicker comprehension.
Page 10 - First line - Add “using the current hourly schedule”
Page 15 - I expected a recommended tool for measuring LOS. Perhaps add a reference to “Monitoring LOS” below.

Rhayma Blake

Response

5/4/2018

Revised

Task 4 Vessel Memos

Name

Date

Comment

Response

1. Why are propulsion options not part of the comparison on maintenance costs? Seems like that's pretty important to have.

1. The comparison of maintenance costs for propulsion systems is found in the Alternative Fuels
memo (Tables 3 and 4).
2. Correct, Attachment E of the Existing Conditions memo includes the historical dry dock costs.
3. The ROM cost is $220,000. This will be included in the memo.
4. We corrected for annualized maintenance costs.

2. I thought somewhere (perhaps the existing conditions?) I saw a chart of historical operating costs. I'm still wanting to see that chart
adjusted for inflation so we have a true picture of the rate of increased costs before we start comparing to new ones.
3. In the Vessel Alternatives Analysis, it says the hybrid bridge would "cost more", but I don't see how much more. Also seems kind of
important to know that.
4. The drop in annual maintenance costs from the Whatcom Chief ($518,000) to a new 20-car ferry ($145,000) is dramatic to say the least.
Are we comparing the end of life cost of the Chief to a beginning of life year for the new vessel? Seems like comparing mid-life projections
or average over expected life projections would be more reasonable. Also, it's not clear to me if that $145,000 number factors in the
overhaul costs mentioned earlier in the narrative.
Nancy Ging

4/10/2018
One of Whatcom County’s stated goals for the ferry planning process is to “Balance capacity against operating costs (fuel, personnel, etc.) to
ensure affordable fares over the long run, including needs based fares.”
Table 4 (p. 4) should be expanded to project for each year from 2018 to 2040 the following information for each vessel size:

Task 7 Service Alternatives compares all options rather than the Task 4 vessel memos.
Ridership was calculated using an unconstrained ridership model and the ridership demand would
not change with service changes. Fares were assumed to remain the same and incrase with
inflation.
For the funding section, we assume fares increase with inflation.

1. Punch card fares for vehicles up to 8,000 lbs.
2. Ridership
3. Total fare box revenue
4. Operating costs (fuel & lube oil, repairs and annual maintenance, vessel insurance, other operating costs and system expenses)
Charles Bailey

Charles Bailey

4/11/2018
A key metric in evaluating the choice of vessel size is the maximum number of that can cross Hale Passage on the ferry per hour, that is,
throughput.
Comment #1
Table 2 Voyage Models (p. 3) presents peak throughput for 20, 28 and 34 car vessel sizes for single lane loading/unloading and double lane
loading/unloading. The Consultants should add a column to this table between these two columns which shows Time (minutes) for single
lane loading and double lane unloading and the associated peak throughputs for this configuration. With the Whatcom Chief we have single
lane loading/unloading on the Gooseberry and Lummi sides. In the next phase we could be having double lane loading/unloading with a
new terminal at Gooseberry but still single lane loading/unloading at the Lummi end for a further period of years. An amended Table 2 will
4/11/2018 show peak throughput more accurately.
Comment #2
The vehicle layouts for the three vessel size options on pages 9-11 appears to show a more efficient loading pattern for the 34 car boat
compared to the 28 and 20 car boats, because the 34 car boat adds two more vehicle spaces by staggering the alignment. That same layout
pattern could add two vehicles to any multiple of four, including 20, 24, and 28, making boat sizes of 22, 26, and 30 useful options to
consider.
The reason the Chief has been so successful for so many years is because of its ability to add or subtract runs to meet varying demand. So it
is worthwhile determining what is the largest capacity modern vessel that could make up to five runs in two hours.
A boat that could make three runs an hour could have a peak throughput of:
20 car ferry --> 60 vehicles/ hour
22 car ferry --> 66 "
24 "
" --> 72 "
26 "
" --> 78 "
According to Table 2 (p. 3) the 34-car boat could have a peak throughput of 68 vehicles/ hour.
With three runs/ hour a 24-26 car vessel could exceed the hourly throughput of the 34 car vessel. It should be cheaper to build and operate
than a larger vessel, yet still offer many years of excess capacity.
The question for the Consultants: What is the largest capacity boat that would be able to make 3 runs per hour?"

Charles Bailey

4/11/2018

Revised to include

Comment received. We found that a 20-car vessel is the largest size that could make 3 runs per
hour for planning purposes, and over a longer period of time that frequency is not sustainable.

Task 4 Vessel Memos

Name

Patricia Dunn

Date

Comment

Response

1. Would be helpful to have an introductory statement describing the costing methodology used. For expenses based on 2016 prices has an
inflation factor been applied? Are any 2016 and current prices (for operating expenses) mixed?
2. Shipyard Construction Costs: Labor rate of $65/hr and overhead of 13% of labor hours seem slightly low considering union wages and
benefits and shipyard profit – could this be verified or confirmed as being at least median rates?
3. Non-shipyard Costs: The allowance of 1% of the shipyard contract cost for procurement cost of spare parts and special tools also seems
low. Is this Whatcom County procurement systems or outside? Is this % from actual experience with previous vessels? If Whatcom County
procurement, is it a standard cost allocation? Same with post-delivery support of 25% - is this % based on actual previous experience?
4. Fuel and Lube Oil: What LOS is fuel usage based on for each vessel? The 175’ boat can only make 2 runs per hour so would have a
different LOS than smaller boats. Show #runs, gallons to clarify.
5. Fuel and Lube Oil: Is price inclusive of taxes? County will get rebate of certain taxes. Also, could pricing source be stated (ie, DOE
projections? Refinery price?).
6. Results: State LOS used to estimate operating costs.
7. Results: Table 4: State LOS for each ferry configuration.
8. Most importantly: Need lifecycle costing, or at least 10 years out. Maybe it’s too early to model?
9. Could a schedule, similar to KPFF’s Terminal Options Appendix A, be added?
10. Training cannot be capitalized (there are rare exceptions), per GAAP. Training should be categorized as an expense. (Note: In some
contracts, training is provided at no charge by the vendor, but crew costs would still be expensed).
11. What are the expected warranties? This can impact R&M expenses significantly in the near outyears, and should be considered in the
lifecycle cost model.
12. Do ferry costs include new technology? IE, GPS, radar, radios, cameras, other electronics. Or will existing technology be transferred to
new boat?
13. Will also need estimated dry dock times for general information and lifecycle costing.

These are industry-wide estimates used for anticipating ROM costs without having a vessel design
or knowing things like, where the vessel would be constructed. These are meant to be general
estimates for planning purposes.

Additional Comments on ferry cost:
Attachment A from Terminal Options memo is great - is something like this available for the vessel costs?

See Task 7 Financial Forecast for the 34-car vessel and draft report for a breakdown of operating
costs comparing the 20-car and 34-car ferries.

What is the definition of LOS for operating costs and ferry configuration? LOS is presented in the
Task 3 memo.
We have annualized the mid-life repairs required for each vessel in the "Annualized major
maintenance" found in the draft report and service alternatives.
See Task 7 Service Alternatives for a compilation of options.

4/25/2018

What is expected warranty on ferry components? Extendable? This is significant and can affect operating expenses within the first 5 years.
Consider buying additional warranty time if possible.
Training for new ferry cannot be capitalized per GAAP, must be expensed. GAAP changed training capitalizable to expensed in late 90s, I
believe. If grants included this in funding, it wouldn't be much of an issue and a case could be made for federal grant terms superseding
GAAP classification (similar to when terminal was painted).
Do ferry costs include new technology? IE, GPS, radar, radios, cameras, other electronics. Or will existing technology be transferred to new
boat? For buses, this is a significant cost, assume it is also for vessels.
Will also need estimated dry dock times for general information and lifecycle costing.
Patricia Dunn

The fuel price was taken from the current Whatcom County fuel rates.

4/25/2018

Task 4 Vessel Memos

Name

Date

Comment

Response
Used double-ended vessels are difficult to find as many operators typically run them until they
have reached the end of their useful life. With an older vessel, maintenance costs will be similar to
those of the Chief.

4 should
Interpretation of email4/30/2018
forwardedTask
by Nancy
Ginconsider a cheaper, used vessel to replace the Chief and consider the Hiyu.
Maintenance/ReserveVessels
Since a lease, not ownership, of a reserve vehicular vessel seems to be the only reasonable expectation, I am disappointed to see that there
is no viable recommendation about how best to make that happen in the future. Is there really no possibility?
Alternative Fuel Analysis
I learned a lot. Thank you!
But is there any value in referencing why Skagit /Guemes in only looking at all-electric? Probably not, but I imagine the question will be
asked.
Vessel Costs
Page 2 - If you are suggesting that fuel and lube costs will increase as compared to the Whatcom Chief, I am embarrassed to admit that I
can’t make sense of this explanation. Help make this clearer, please, for those of us who want to know, but are not technical.
Rhayma Blake

5/4/2018

There are options for leasing a vehicle vessel like the Hiyu or the Trek as options.
Explanation of why all electric is not recommended is included.
Because the vessels are heavier, they will burn more fuel.

Task 5 Terminal Memo

Name

Date

Comment

Response
Revised

Patricia Dunn

Mike Skehan

4/25/2018 1. ROM is used, but not defined on page 1 or thereafter. Is this Rough Order of Magnitude?

Looking at the drawing for alternative 1 has a couple of corrections that should be made.
1. Parking at the existing triangle is only 15 cars currently. Drydock increased that last year for only a couple of weeks time.
2. Queue lane capacity is show as 42 for the shoulder lane along Lummi View. This is about twice as many as it will hold, so I
suspect the consultant used double lanes in the calculation. simple mistake.
3. I would like to throw some additional parking opportunities into the mix. Specifically along the east side of Lummi View Rd,
across from the 8 properties in question for alt3, from about the store entry driveway, which would logically become a turnback
stop for buses and drop offs, to about the Century Link switchgear building. Diagonal head in parking along there would add
another 30-40 full time spots on county owned ROW (more convenient than same type parking east of the existing dock, near
4/29/2018 the artifact piles). Take a look for 20' parking, 2- 12 foot lanes, 1- Queue lane (56') within the 60' ROW.

1. Revised
2. Revised
3. Noted for consideration

Comment noted for consideration

Mike Skehan

As Gooseberry Alternative 2 is likely to be the preferred alternative, I offer a simple solution for gaining additional parking
within existing county owned ROW.
The attached sketched shows double loading lanes as a given. 360Lf of approach and 160Lf of trestle combine to hold 52 cars.
Both trestle and transfer spans are slightly longer that existing and 30' wide.
Parking would be on the east side of Lummi View as shown, providing spaces for 40 vehicles. On the west side of Lummi View
would be the existing 18 cars queue as overflow during busy periods.
An additional 20 parking spaces would be provided in the Emma Rd Stub lot, after improvements to comply with Shorelines Act.
In summary, this plan gives space for 70 cars to queue and 60 cars to park, which is significantly higher than the existing 42 car
queue and 15 parking spaces (228%). Both plans could utilize head-in parking that is currently provide along the shoreline on
Lummi View, east of the current dock.
If fee simple land becomes available in the future, several of the Alt 3 parcels could add additional amenities and parking.
Likewise, as Lummi Nation develops their marina, parking permits at a fee could be in the mutual best interest of both parties.
Vehicles destined for the diagonal parking would share a turn back circle with buses waiting at the existing bus stop.
I hope citizen suggestions such as this are given consideration as documents begin to be circulated among our community
members.
Respectfully, Mike Skehan
2040 Granger, Lummi Island WA
5/1/2018 360-758-7333

Nancy Ging

5/4/2018 Should some of the lease cost estimates be included in this memo?

Lease costs are rolled into the operating costs and found in the
operating cost breakdown.

Task 5 Terminal Memo

Name

Date

Comment

Page 4 - Line 7 - refers to a 30-car ferry…did you mean 28-car?
Page 6 - Does paragraph 4 suggest that “needs-based” tickets could also be purchased online and at TVMs?
Page 7 - Where does the crew/Hudson weigh in on this Hybrid Deckhouse option? Where do we see crew preferences?
Regarding the terminal improvement graphics that suggest a permanent side dock for passenger-only docking during dry dock, I
think there is merit in exploring and suggesting that other “passenger-only” vessels could/should have access to it as well.
Perhaps Public Works could issue annually some fee-based window decals that would allow an assortment of private boat
owners loading and unloading privileges throughout the year (but mostly summer months) perhaps relieving pressure on
parking and ferry ridership during peak periods. Just a thought.
Rhayma Blake

5/4/2018

Response
1. Yes, revised.
2. Online and TVM systems are equipped to handle multiple fare
options.
3. Crew preferences were not included in the consultant study, but can
be provided to LIFAC or as part of public comments.
4. Noted for consideration.

General Questions

Name

Wynne Lee

Date

Comment

Response

Excellent presentation, except for classic failure of estmated ridership x years graph, probably others. Even sitting in row2 (old
conference-going habit) I still couldn't read the lettering. And there was very poor/no explanation of axes, which frustrated me and
others, interfered with listening/understanding to main points.

Comment noted for next presentation

For final presentation, please ask consultants to test ALL their visuals on a real screen with a content-naive person as audience sitting as
far back as the last row at Beach School. If that test audience can't read stuff, neither will islanders. (Or use ppt on big screen, tho that
3/17/2018 should be tested for real-life visibility too.)
Comment received
"I want to ask that neighbors ask themselves, what percentage of their income they are willing/able to spend for the changes.
People on fixed incomes start with what they have and go forward from there. Its a conservative perspective which I embrace.
An Island is a place of limits. When we remove the natural limits, we remove the character of the island.
neighbors could be asked to consider the costs of off island service workers full fare ferry fees when they agree to raising the ferry rates.
They will pay much more for off island help if they agree to displace Island service workers by out pricing them.
These are things that help us decide as a community what we can afford for a new ferry.

Thanks,
Kathleen Gallagher 4/17/2018 Kathleen"
Capital costs for the vessel replacement and terminal
alternatives included in this study will not impact fares.

Mike Skehan

"Now that preliminary costs of lots of alternatives are becoming available for the public to view, it's becoming clearer that some hard
choices over vessel and dock improvements in the future will be constrained by funding sources to pay for everything. "Just look at
various vessel sizes and propulsion methods ranging from 20 car diesel boats to 34 car all-electric ones having a range of costs from $8 to
$17 million. A charging station could add $8 million to that (Guemes Ferry Study). Add in dock improvements on the island side ranging
up to $11 million and relocating the Gooseberry dock to near the store of $33 million and now we're talking some serious cash. "The
consultant at the last LIFAC meeting (4/26) was recommending a 34 car ferry be purchased to meet our needs in the future. They also
posted a list of potential funding sources during their presentation that fall far short of the highest priced alternatives being considered,
which include Federal, State and Local funds, coupled with a new ferry district and higher fares. NOTHING IS DECIDED YET, but that day is
rapidly approaching as our advisory committee prepares to make its recommendation to the County Council in July. (Yes, just 2 months
from now). "Part of that recommendation should keep the door open on purchasing a used vessel, of similar size to what is being
recommended, should one become available. "Sometimes buying a good used vehicle is all the family can afford. One such vessel is
sitting unused in fresh water on Lake Union. Perhaps it's time for LIFAC and the County to compare funding sources and use of funds over
the next 20-30 years to see if this is a better scenario in the short to mid-term, knowing some very large ticket items are on the horizon
4/30/2018 to improve or re-locate ferry terminals on both sides of Hales Passage?"

Purchase of a used vessel is not a recommended alternative
based on the higher operating costs and shorter vessel
lifespan compared to purchase of a new vessel.

General Questions

Name

Date

Comment

Response
More detailed operating cost comparison is included in the
Task 7 - Service Alternatives memo.

Things went by fast the other night. Lacking full access to the graphs and unable ask questions of clarification during the meeting, I'd
appreciate this financial issue being reviewed. If these numbers are unchanged at the public meeting on May 22, I'll ask for an
explanation, including supporting data.
It looked like KPFF's estimated 'baseline' operating costs for a new 20 car ferry -- and docks? -- are the same we have right now, ~$2.5
million. That seems high, even if the graph is relabeled "Ferry system" costs, not just ferry operating costs.
Large op costs right now include both very high dry dock costs (what's needed to keep old boat going AND repairs to the old G'berry dock
as well as LI dock, including 3 wk dry dock duration.
I understand that the labor component is big part of the 2.5 mil & unlikely to change with new vessel. My question concerns only the dry
dock and other maintenance costs associated with the aging Chief (and G'Berry trestle?). After we have a new vessel (following
shakedown, perhaps), what justifies KPFF's apparent assumption that the new dry dock maintenance costs will stay just as high as for the
Chief? Ditto costs of dock maintenance, typically rolled into 'dry dock costs.'
Is KPFF (PW or LIFAC) implying that there are no expected maintenance savings with a new ferry? That seems odd, especially if it's also
assumed that the refurbished G'berry dock maintenance costs also will remain the same as for the current old trestle.

Wynne Lee

If that's the assumption, I think everyone -- islanders, county council, Public Works road fund etc -- deserve a full, data based explanation,
because savings on escalating maintenance costs is one reason for updating the system. It ain't just about how long people wait in line
5/12/2018 AKA LOS - is it?
Additional explanation of LOS comparison for vessel options
was included in the May 22 presentation
I'm not convinced yet that the "marginal" difference in LOS warrants dropping the 28 ferry option. Right now, "marginal' means very little
to me.
I request that 'marginal LOS -- cars left behind at certain times' will be spelled out clearly at the May 22 meeting, I'd guess relative to
differences in estimated capital and operating costs for a 28 and 34 vehicle ferry and associated terminal costs.
'Marginal' improvement in LOS is obviously a judgment call. What KPFF judges to be 'marginal', ferry users and County officials might
judge to substantial and meaningful. For example, some vehicle LOS limitations of a 28 car ferry might very well disappear if other TDM
options were implemented, e.g.,more parking at Gooseberry; substantial 'rush hour' fare surcharges.

Wynne Lee

I understand that TDM considerations are outside KPFF's scope of work, but they shouldn't be for LIFAC, the County or ferry users. I think
5/12/2018 this issue deserves more consideration before LIFAC takes a boat size recommendation to Council .

General Questions

Name

Date

Comment

Response

I would appreciate clarity about this hypothetical 'amenity' in the ferry system improvement project.

Cost estimate for the passenger-only float is included with
Task 5 - Terminal Improvement Options memo

is it some smallish? dock appended to each primary docking facility? I've heard talk about using such 'extra' docks for everything from a
secondary or emergency passenger ferry to fee-based commercial whale watching and other private boat docking.
• What would these things look like & how would they be accessed?
• What if any additional engineering and permitting would be required?
• What are likely construction and maintenance costs, through 2060?
• What rules and enforcement would be required to avoid potential interference with ferry and, at G'berry, LN fishing and business
operations and plans?
• What would be county liability and insurance costs if those docks were open to private vessels?
What does the LN think about a supplementary dock at G'berry, especially if usable by private vessels? Islanders and county officials
remember the hard and costly process just getting LN to agree to the current dock & usage lease. The LN is firmly against extending even
that basic lease. Assuming that the LN would go along with any additional potential vessel dock or non-LN vessel traffic in or near their
fishing grounds at G'berry strikes me as rather far-fetched, no matter how modest or 'cheap' it might be for the county to construct and
operate.
Wynne Lee

5/12/2018

Task 2 Ridership Memo

Name
LIFAC

Date

Comment

Response

Dear Mike and Cassandra,
Many thanks to you and your colleagues for your April 2nd response to our critique of the ridership model contained in our note of March 29, 2018. In our
reply we offer three suggestions for the Ridership model draft memo and then reflect on the use of economics in making complex public investment
decisions.

Thank you for the revised graphs and we will include with the public comment received.
The variables used to develop the model are found further in page 6. See section #20 bullet list.
A description and observation of ridership trends was provided in the "Key Findings" under #3.

The Ridership Model
The draft text of the “Lummi Island Ferry Level of Service (LOS) Alternatives Analysis dated 30 March 2018 should be further revised to explain to a general
audience how demand for passage varies with price (ferry fares). We offer the attached graphs of Annual Vehicles with Driver and Annual
Pedestrians/Passengers (2004-2011) to replace Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Unfortunately, the economic analysis is limited by the data available. Data to quantify the social impacts was
not presented to include in the model.
However, this analysis does include a comparison between vessel sizes, their ability to achieve long-term LOS,
as well as estimated operating and capital costs for these options.

The discussion of modeling begins at the top of page 6 with the statement “ A series of econometric models are developed to relate ferry ridership to
demand generators and costs.” It would be helpful to spell out all the explanatory variables that comprise the Xt matrix of explanatory variables including
demand drivers, suppressors/diverters and costs.
Table 23 on page 19 presents the results of the model projections of weekday and weekend ridership for each month in 2040. To make it more useful the
table should be expanded to include the actual numbers of riders in each of these categories for the first year of the analysis (2004) and the most recent
year (2017). A paragraph should be added comparing and contrasting the ridership in recent years with the ridership the model projects for 2040.
An Economic View of Ferry Planning
Creating a new ferry system is a complex public investment decision. Every possible vessel represents a stream of social benefits and social costs that will
extend over the many years of its planned service life. The optimal ferry is the one that produces the maximum net benefit—that is, the difference between
overall benefits and overall costs over its lifetime.
Many benefits and costs can be easily measured in dollars. For example, benefits from passage on the ferry can be estimated as the amount people are
willing to pay to use the vessel, and the costs of building and operating alternative vessels can be estimated and compared for different sized boats with
differing propulsion systems, operating and maintenance requirements, and fuels.
On the other hand, many costs and benefits are more difficult to quantify, such as affordability, environmental impacts, waiting time, scheduling
predictability, safety, comfort, and convenience, among others. Ideally, we would like to be able to evaluate all of these impacts for each alternative design
to rank each potential ferry by the net benefits it produces. The optimal choice is the vessel with the greatest net benefits. Social cost-benefit analysis is
valuable because everyone, whatever their background, can understand and agree with it because the results are obvious.
We had hoped that KPFF’s economic analysis would explore further the social impacts of the series of drastic fare increases from 2006 to 2011, which very
much caused the most ferry-dependent families (commuters with children) to move off the island and less ferry-dependent people (the retired with no
resident children) to move on. Unfortunately it was beyond the scope of the KPFF study, which assumes that fares are fixed over the lifetime of the future
ferry.

Charles Bailey
and Richard Fry

Affordability is one of the stated goals of the ferry planning project. Because ferry fares constitute a major budget issue for island commuters, affordability is
inseparably linked to fare structure. Therefore a major emerging challenge in the ferry planning process is to define affordability, to project revenue
4/11/2018 requirement for various ferry vessel capacities and to explore the demographic consequences of various fare levels.
6/1/2018 There is an error on page 22.

Corrected

